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Executive Summary 

 
This report is submitted in response to a September 27, 2004, letter from the Defense Nuclear 
Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) to the Administrator, National Nuclear Security Administration 
(NNSA) addressing safety basis issues raised as a result of a DNFSB review of the Auxiliary Hot 
Cell Facility (AHCF) at the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM, 
performed in August 2004.  In that letter, the DNFSB expressed concerns regarding the adequacy 
of safety bases currently in use for nuclear facilities at SNL and requested a report that addressed 
the adequacy of current safety bases along with the actions to be taken to ensure more effective 
closure of safety bases comments and adequate draft safety bases.   
 
SNL has taken the insights provided by the DNFSB as an opportunity for a review of SNL safety 
basis processes.  As a result, SNL: 

• Understands and accepts the issues raised by the DNFSB including the Board’s concern 
related to fundamental underlying issues with SNL safety bases;  

• Identified the underlying causes; and 
• Implemented the initial phases of a comprehensive Safety Basis Improvement Project. 

  
This report discusses the SNL response to issues raised by the DNFSB and subsequent DOE and 
SNL reviews.  This report focuses on near-term improvement actions, discusses the initial scope 
of longer-term actions, and identifies compensatory actions being taken, pending full 
implementation of the overall plan. 
 
Key elements of the SNL Safety Basis Improvement Project, along with each of the three areas 
of DNFSB concern addressed, are: 
 

DNFSB Areas of Concern 

SNL Actions Adequacy of 
Current 

Safety Bases 

More Effective 
Closure of Safety 
Bases Comments 

Ensuring Adequate 
Safety Bases are 

Submitted 
Completing safety basis reviews of 
reactor facilities before 
commencing operations 

X   

Completing safety basis reviews of 
non-reactor nuclear facilities  X   

Refocusing safety basis activities 
on near-term mission-critical areas X   

Application of more and better-
trained personnel to safety basis 
activities 

X X X 

Enhanced corporate role in safety 
basis development and approval X X X 

Aligning staff understanding to the 
goals of the Safety Basis 
Improvement Project 

X X X 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In August 2004, the staff of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB or the Board) 
reviewed the SNL Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility (AHCF) safety basis (SB).  The AHCF consists of 
a shielded hot cell, a permanent shield wall, floor silos, a walk-in fume hood, and associated 
equipment such as cranes, remote manipulators, a ventilation system, and radiation and video 
monitoring systems. It is located entirely within a pre-existing building inside SNL’s Technical 
Area V (TA-V) in Albuquerque, NM. The AHCF’s purpose is to facilitate characterization and 
repackaging for offsite disposal nuclear materials which have been determined to have no 
defined use.  
 
The Board concluded that the approved safety basis for the AHCF did not provide assurance that 
the operational hazards have been adequately analyzed and controlled.  Because of the 
fundamental nature of the deficiencies identified in the AHCF review, the Board also expressed 
concern regarding the other currently approved safety bases at SNL.  Therefore, the DNFSB 
requested a report and briefing that addressed the following areas: 
 

• The adequacy of safety bases for each currently operating nuclear facility at SNL; 
• Actions to be taken to ensure more effective closure of comments from future safety basis 

review teams; and 
• Actions to be taken to ensure that adequate draft safety bases are submitted by the SNL 

contractor in the future.  
 
This report and a briefing by SNL to the DNFSB scheduled for January 24, 2005, constitute 
SNL’s response to the Board’s request and includes near-term, interim, and long-term corrective 
actions. 

1.2 Action Plan in Response to DNFSB Letter 

Immediately upon receipt of the DNFSB letter, SNL took action to address the specific DNSFB 
staff concerns regarding the AHCF, as well as the other questions raised.  Immediate corrective 
actions were initiated (e.g., removal of the natural gas line from AHCF, removal of combustible 
material from the mid-bay adjacent to the AHCF) to correct some of the specific deficiencies 
noted by the DNFSB. Additional action has been and is being taken to address the exclusion 
boundary issue, and to rework the AHCF Documented Safety Analysis (DSA)/Technical Safety 
Requirements (TSR) in order to correct the deficiencies noted. 
 
Following in-depth reviews to gain a full understanding of the DNFSB issues and concerns, a 
plan was formulated to assure the continued safe operation of the SNL nuclear facilities, to 
address the identified concerns, and to improve the SNL Safety Basis process. Sandia’s 
immediate action plan includes: 
 

• Halting nuclear facility restart activities, adjusting schedules, and reallocating 
resources  

• Performing reviews of the Safety Bases for: 
 Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) and Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR):   

independent Safety Basis reviews prior to restart 
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 Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) and Manzano Nuclear Material Storage Facility 
(MNF):  Safety Basis self-assessments using same criteria as independent reviews  

• Establishing a comprehensive, phased approach to improve the Safety Basis, referred 
to in this report as the Safety Basis Improvement Project 

 Implementing, as necessary, compensatory measures for interim operation of selected 
SNL nuclear facilities 

 Resolving remaining DNFSB identified issues including 
• Exclusion boundary/emergency management 
• Safety class designation implications 
• Seismic and fire evaluations 
• Aircraft accident footprint 
• Hazard analysis processes 

1.3 Programmatic Impact on SNL Nuclear Facilities 

While the SNL personnel working safety basis issues are competent and dedicated, there were an 
insufficient number to perform to the required workload with the formality and rigor required.  
This was evidenced by multiple persons being “dual-hatted” (some multiple times), serving a 
number of roles within the safety basis process and, thus, reducing the effectiveness of peer 
review and management oversight.  SNL has concluded that to achieve the goals of the Safety 
Basis Improvement Project (described in Section 3.2) existing resources would have to be 
focused on mission critical programs and additional personnel familiar with safety basis work 
would be required to support the corporate Safety Bases Department and most importantly in 
TA-V.  

  
In order to make additional resources available to complete the development and implementation 
of the Safety Basis Improvement Project in a timely manner and to facilitate safety basis 
activities for mission critical programs, SNL chose to make significant changes in program 
planning. 
 
• The planned operations of the 7% Critical Experiment Program were deferred to a later date. 

All activities associated with this experiment program were stopped. 
• AHCF restart activities have also been reprioritized to permit redeployment of key resources 

to mission critical programs while continuing to improve the safety basis process for AHCF.  
This resulted in a phased approach leading to startup of the AHCF by December 2005. 

 
These actions freed up personnel for GIF and MNF safety bases self-assessments and safety 
basis preparation for the reactor facilities, and permitted management attention on safety basis 
oversight and reactor restart activities.  Also, additional contractor personnel have been applied 
to the ACRR and SPR safety bases reviews to ensure safety bases adequacy. 
 
A number of issues associated with AHCF were resolved prior to the shifting of resources.  
Several fire protection issues have been resolved, including removal of the natural gas line that 
was piped through the highbay.  Penetrations in the wall between the highbay and the mid-bay 
have been filled, and the connecting door has been replaced to ensure an adequate fire barrier is 
in place. 
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A detailed campaign planning process for the AHCF has been initiated, and the results of this 
effort have been used as an input into the revised hazards analysis.  Clarification of the 
radiological material inventory (form and quantity) and the processes applied to the materials has 
been made in Chapter 2 of the updated AHCF DSA.  The revised Chapter 2 and the draft hazards 
analysis have been submitted to NNSA/SSO as the 30% completion milestone. 
 
Reviews of the radiological and contamination control processes planned for the facility have 
begun.  Additional administrative and system controls are being evaluated, and any changes will 
be reflected in the final submittal of the revised AHCF DSA. 
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2. Adequacy of Safety Bases for Currently Operating Facilities 

To ensure the adequacy, and where necessary, the improvement of safety bases for each nuclear 
facility, SNL is conducting a near-term evaluation of the safety bases of all nuclear facilities.  
The evaluation for the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR), Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR) 
and the Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility (AHCF) will be performed before commencing future 
operations. The Manzano Nuclear Material Storage Facility (MNF) and Technical Area V 
Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) will continue operations (stationary storage of material and 
long-term steady state irradiation of benign materials such as semiconductors) because internal 
self-assessments, and the DOE Independent Evaluation Team (IET) review of their safety bases 
has been completed and their safety bases documentation were assessed to be adequate for 
continued operation.  Improvements in hazard analyses, formality and oversight/management 
involvement in the Safety Basis processes will be applied to MNF and GIF in future revisions to 
their Safety Basis documentation. 

2.1 Criteria for Assessing Safety Basis Adequacy 

The review of the adequacy of the safety bases is being completed using a tailored safety basis 
review process.   The development of this process began with the translation of the issues raised 
by the AHCF DNFSB review into safety basis review criteria. As these were expanded into 
review criteria by SNL, a number of logically related issues presented themselves resulting in 
additional areas for review.  In the end, a total of ~60 review criteria were developed.  These 
topics were then correlated to the appropriate Integrated Safety Management System (ISMS) 
Core Functions and generalized into clear review criteria.  The foundation of this evaluation 
process is summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.  Relationship of Safety Basis Adequacy Criteria to ISMS Principles. 
Major 

Element Sub-Element ISMS Core Function 

A Adequacy of Hazards Identification  2- Identify & Analyze Hazards 
4- Perform Work 

B Adequacy of Hazards Analysis   2- Identify & Analyze Hazards 
4 – Perform Work 

C Adequacy of Controls Development & 
Implementation  3-Develop & Implement Hazard Controls 

D Adequacy of Feedback & Continuous 
Improvement  5-Improve Process 

 
The majority of the Board’s concerns involved ISMS Core Function 2 (Identify and Analyze 
Hazards) and Core Function 3 (Develop and Implement Hazard Controls).  There were also 
Board concerns regarding compliance with safety basis development requirements.  These 
concerns can be viewed as the safety analysis analogy to field compliance, which is usually the 
context of ISMS Core Function 4 (Perform Work within Controls).  Additionally, some of the 
Board’s concerns involved ISMS Core Function 5 (Feedback and Continuous Improvement).  
Therefore, the breadth of the Board’s concerns encompasses four of the five ISMS Core 
Functions. 
 
Using the approach described above, SNL prepared a set of “Safety Basis Adequacy Verification 
Criteria” which is being used as an aid in assessing the health of its DSAs. The criteria are 
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provided in Attachment A as part of a corporate process requirements document.  A review 
against these criteria will determine if issues noted with the Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility were 
indicators of pervasive underlying systemic weaknesses and/or other inadequacies in the Safety 
Basis approach used for all SNL nuclear facilities.   

2.2 Reviews to Assess Safety Basis Adequacy 

Based on a facility prioritization, each DSA is being reviewed against the set of criteria described 
above.  The purpose of these reviews is to evaluate the adequacy of the SNL Safety Basis 
process and the Safety Basis documentation for SNL nuclear facilities.  The reviews are being 
conducted by an independent group of outside experts, assisted by senior SNL staff.  Other 
assessments were conducted by an independent group of experts in radiation protection selected 
by SNL, and a Sandia Site Office (SSO)-sponsored safety basis Independent Evaluation Team 
(IET).  Results of these reviews are being used to develop a corrective action plan for long term 
Safety Basis improvement, implement compensatory measures (as necessary) to increase the 
safety margin for interim operation, and to evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of hazard 
categorizations. 

2.2.1 GIF and MNF Safety Bases 

Internal reviews of GIF and MNF were conducted by both SSO and SNL. In addition an 
Independent Evaluation Team (IET) was commissioned by SSO to review the TA-V facilities. 
Their report provided the overall conclusion that the existing GIF Documented Safety Analysis 
(DSA) met the objectives of the review. The report provides the following statement: “In 
summary, GIF operations do not pose undue risk to the workers and the public. A limited review 
of the draft revised DSA and Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs) indicated a greater level of 
rigor and detail in demonstrating the safety of the GIF, compared to the approved Safety 
Analysis Report (SAR) and (TSRs).” 
 
With respect to the MNF, the overall conclusion from the IET report is that the existing MNF 
DSA meets the objectives of the review. The report provides the following summary: “The 
objective has been met. The operations of the MNF do not pose an undue near-term risk to the 
public or workers…” Furthermore, the report states: “The primary strength of MNF operation is 
the robustness of the facilities and the relatively small quantities of wastes envisioned for 
storage.” 
 
Based on the observations of the IET, SSO, and SNL reviews, the GIF and MNF safety bases are 
adequate to continue operation of these facilities, and SNL intends to continue GIF and MNF 
operations.  Insights from the Safety Basis Improvement Project (see Section 3.2) which may 
further improve the GIF and MNF safety bases will be implemented during the annual safety 
basis review cycle for each facility. 

2.2.2 ACRR and SPR Safety Bases 

The Independent Evaluation Team (IET) also reviewed the Annular Core Research Reactor 
(ACRR) Facility and Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR) Facility safety bases.  In addition, 
independent reviews of these safety bases, commissioned by SNL, are near completion.  The 
annual update of the ACRR and SPR safety bases were near the end of the NNSA review and 
approval process while these independent reviews were being performed. 
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No issues have been identified which would halt the issuance of a Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER) for the ACRR DSA and TSR, since the site boundary issue identified by the DNFSB is 
being addressed via the SER processes for ACRR and SPR.  Thus, the ACRR SER is anticipated 
to be issued by January 31, and compensatory measures (see Section 2.5) will be implemented at 
the ACRR until the site boundary issue is resolved (see Section 2.6.1).  The readiness reviews for 
the ACRR restart will verify the implementation of the compensatory measures prior to 
restarting the ACRR. 
 
Likewise, no issues with the SPR safety bases have been identified which would halt the 
issuance of a SER for the SPR DSA and TSR, with appropriate compensatory measures.  
Following the issuance of a SER for the SPR DSA and TSR (anticipated in April 2005), an 
Operational Readiness Review (ORR) will be conducted before the SPR is restarted.  The ORR 
will verify the SPR Facility’s implementation of any necessary compensatory measures related to 
the site boundary issue.  

2.3 Reviews of Safety Basis Processes 

SNL has taken the insights provided by the DNFSB as an opportunity for a comprehensive 
review of nuclear facilities safety basis processes.  This review was conducted by key SNL 
management, outside experts and an Independent Evaluation Team commissioned by the Sandia 
Site Office (SSO).  In addition, a formal root cause analysis was performed, the results of which 
are included as Attachment B and summarized in Section 2.4.  Based on these assessments, SNL 
has a better understanding of the underlying causes of the identified safety basis deficiencies.  
This includes the Board’s concern related to fundamental underlying issues. 
 
As a result, senior SNL management has taken action to make changes both at the corporate and 
at the facility level, necessary to ensure safety and the adequacy of the SNL nuclear facility 
safety bases. A series of reviews and reports to senior management have been conducted. 
Additional reviews and reports will be completed over the next several months.  The goal of 
these reviews is to identify and report weaknesses and necessary corrective actions to senior 
management to ensure that SNL safety bases are adequate, that safety basis processes are 
significantly improved, and that these processes provide consistent and long-term improvement 
in safety basis formality and processes. The near and long term actions taken to improve SNL 
safety bases are discussed further in Section 2.2 and Section 3. 
 
Based on an independent review, SNL concluded that two related concerns underlie the 
deficiencies identified by the DNFSB: 
 

1. SNL performance in safety analysis has not kept up with customer expectations 
particularly in the areas of hazards analyses, needed processes, formality, thoroughness of 
documentation, and ability to appropriately and quickly respond to stipulated 
requirements, and 

2. SNL has failed to apply appropriate personnel resources to ensure adequate capacity for 
accomplishing safety bases activities.  

 
“Capacity” in number 2 above refers to adequately qualified, trained personnel using formal 
preparation and review processes to assess hazards, to prepare and review safety basis 
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documentation, and to conduct safety bases reviews. Capacity also implies communication 
processes to keep track of and to anticipate the DOE actions to improve safety and to ensure our 
operations are in full compliance.  Capacity also includes having sufficient safety basis personnel 
to perform safety basis work without having to draw upon the personnel needed to safely operate 
the facilities. 

2.4 Root Cause Analysis 

A formal root cause analysis was conducted to determine why Sandia’s nuclear safety basis 
process and documentation, while not resulting in unsafe operations, have not met customer 
expectations.  This analysis concluded that the underlying cause is that Sandia has failed to 
manage the nuclear safety basis program in a formal, systematic manner based on recognized 
management system standards.  The following contributing causes were identified. 
 

• Nuclear safety basis activities have been a low priority for Sandia senior management. 
• Inadequate resources have been devoted to nuclear safety basis at corporate, Strategic 

Management Unit (SMU), and facility levels.  
• Sandia does not have a method to identify and flow down requirements into the nuclear 

safety basis program.  
• Sandia does not have a comprehensive program for nuclear safety basis development, 

documentation, and maintenance. 
• The Sandia assessment programs failed to identify the issues. 
• The corporate quality assurance (QA) program has not been applied consistently to the 

nuclear safety basis process.  
• Vertical and horizontal communications within Sandia were not fully defined and utilized. 
• The channels of communication between Sandia and SSO have not been deliberate, 

rigorous, and formal.  There has been an over-reliance on informal verbal 
communications, resulting in misunderstandings. 

• Sandia has not taken advantage of Lessons Learned from analogous Environment, Safety, 
and Health (ES&H) programs within Sandia, or from nuclear safety basis programs 
throughout the DOE complex. 

Corrective actions to address these identified causes and other contributing factors are part of the 
SNL Safety Basis Improvement Project which is discussed in Section 3.2.  While the Safety 
Basis Improvement Project is being implemented, compensatory measures are being proposed. 

2.5 Compensatory Measures to be Applied During Corrective Action Process 

No unsafe operational or design issues have been identified by the multiple independent reviews.  
Two significant issues have been identified dealing with the geographic point at which the 
evaluation guideline has been applied, and the designation of safety class structures systems and 
components (SSCs).  The time and resources required to reevaluate hazard and accident analyses 
to resolve these two issues are extensive. 
 
A phased implementation strategy is proposed to improve safety margins while issues associated 
with the site boundary and safety class designation of systems are being resolved.  To ensure that 
proposed and ongoing operations are within a conservative and bounding safety basis envelope, 
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compensatory measures will be implemented.  These measures have been agreed to by SSO, and 
are presented in Table 2. 
 
A preliminary evaluation of the accident scenarios in the ACRR DSA, accounting for the 
compensatory measures in Table 2, has been completed.  Scenarios selected for accident analysis 
in the draft revised ACRR DSA are outlined in Table 3 along with the preliminary unmitigated 
dose estimates given the accident analysis assumptions in the draft revised DSA, and the 
unmitigated dose estimates with the compensatory measures outlined above in place.  Since the 
ACRR is configured to support pulse operations and there are currently no plans to change to the 
isotope production configuration, only the dose estimates in the pulse configuration are provided.  
 
Table 3 also provides unmitigated dose estimates at a point 1350 m from TA-V.  This location 
was selected because the area within a boundary of this radius would exclude the riding stables, 
the golf course, and the nearby air force storage facility. 
 
Note from Table 3 the considerable reduction in unmitigated consequences with the 
compensatory measures in place.  This demonstrates that the ACRRF will operate within a 
conservative and bounding envelope during the interim until the issues raised by the IET and 
DNFSB are resolved. 
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Table 2.  Proposed Compensatory Measures for ACRR and Their Bases. 

Compensatory Measure Basis 

An operational restriction limiting ACRR reactor power to 
2.0 MW steady state (vs. 4.4 MW allowed by the 
DSA/TSR). 

The reactor fission product inventory assumed available for release during accidents is 
directly proportional to reactor power.  Thus, limiting ACRR power to 2 MW will reduce 
the unmitigated dose estimate of reactor excursion accident scenarios. 

Limit of 3 grams of weapon grade Pu in fission foil/small 
irradiation experiments in which vaporization is a 
postulated material impact (vs. 7 g allowed by the 
DSA/TSR) 

Several of the accidents postulated in the DSA that involve experiments assume a 
plutonium source term.  By limiting the plutonium in these types of experiments, the 
unmitigated dose estimates are significantly reduced.  Plutonium and Neptunium oxide 
foils are used to characterize the neutron energy spectrum for several of the W76 and 
other experimental campaigns.  These small quantity foils are necessary to determine the 
validity and fidelity of the radiation environment generated for the tests.  A limit of 3 
grams, per experiment, is sufficient to allow for this essential function. 

No (i.e., 0 kg) weapons grade Pu in larger fissile 
experiments in which melt and fire are postulated material 
impacts (vs. 7 kg allowed by the DSA/TSR) 

These type of experiments are characterized by larger quantities of fissile metal that, 
unlike the fission foil type of experiments, are not subject to vaporization.  The release 
fractions postulated for accidents involving this type of experiment are dominated by self-
sustained oxidation near material melt temperatures.  With this restriction in place, the 
maximum plutonium contribution to the unmitigated dose consequences for experiments 
with significant quantities of fissile material will be 0 rem. 

Fissionable material experiments restricted to 100 kW of 
induced fission power for steady state irradiation and 1018 
fissions for pulse irradiations (vs. 200 kW and 1019 fissions 
allowed by the DSA/TSR). 

The ACRRF experimental envelope includes fissionable materials that are irradiated and 
undergo fission.  The fission product source term generated during the irradiation is 
proportional to the induced fission power level.  Restricting the fission power in the 
experiments to the levels above will reduce the unmitigated dose consequences for the 
pulse irradiation accident, the steady state irradiation accident,  and the experiment 
contribution to the earthquake accident. 

The total facility Pu inventory is limited to 1.5 kg of 
weapons grade Pu (vs. 21 kg allowed by the DSA/TSR). 

Less than 200 g of plutonium in the form of foils and included in previous experiments 
are currently stored at the ACRR Facility.  Limiting the plutonium allowed in facility 
storage reduces the unmitigated dose consequences of the “Storage Room Fire” scenario. 
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Table 3.  Unmitigated Dose Reductions Afforded by the Proposed Compensatory Measures. 
ACRRF DSA  

Postulated Accidents 
(Pulse Configuration Only) 

Unmitigated Dose Estimate at 
3000 m Under Current 

Accident Analysis 
Assumptions 

Unmitigated Dose Estimate at 
1350 m Under Current Accident 

Analysis Assumptions 

Unmitigated Dose Estimate at 
1350 m with Compensatory 

Measures in Place 

Uncontrolled Regulating Rod Withdrawal 2.53 rem 7.27 rem 3.33 rem 
Regulating Rod Withdrawn Too Fast1 5.42 rem 15.62 rem 7.14 rem 
Pulse or TRW2 from High Power 2.53 rem 7.27 rem 3.33 rem 
Greater than Planned Reactivity Addition 2.53 rem 7.27 rem 3.33 rem 
Loss of Heat Sink 0.50 rem 1.43 rem 0.66 rem 
Partial loss of pool water 0.50 rem 1.43 rem 0.66 rem 
Heavy Load Dropped on Experiment 0.95 rem 3.30 rem 0.56 rem 
Uncontained Explosives Detonation 1.25 rem 3.60 rem 1.65 rem 
Experiment Malfunction (Pulse or TRW)3 6.37 rem 21.9 rem 8.20 rem 
Experiment Malfunction(Steady State)4 7.41 rem 13.6 rem 6.89 rem 
Overheated Plutonium Experiment w/Fire 13.41 rem 46.0 rem 0.31 rem 
Mishandled Fuel Element Transfer Rack 3.27 rem 5.92 rem 2.71 rem 
Storage Room Fire 4.48 rem 15.34 rem 2.09 rem 
Heavy Load Dropped on Core 0.63 rem 1.80 rem 0.82 rem 
Earthquake 4.26 rem 14.0 rem 3.82 rem 
Aircraft Crash 13.25 rem 40.47 rem 17.81 rem 
Complete Loss of Pool Water (BDBA5) 39.75 rem 72.06 rem 32.96 rem 

1This accident is the bounding reactor excursion scenario.  The unmitigated analysis assumes full core disruption. 
2TRW = Transient Rod Withdrawal. 
3In the unmitigated analysis of this accident, the Pu experiment material is subjected to a rapid reactor power pulse, and is assumed to vaporize.  The unmitigated 
release of the vaporized Pu contributes to over 90% of the dose. 
4In the unmitigated analysis of this accident, the Pu experiment material is subjected to a steady-state reactor power operation, and is assumed to melt.  In this 
case, only 1% of the Pu is released.  The unmitigated release of the fission products generated within the Pu experiment contributes to over 90% of the dose. 
5BDBA = Beyond Design Basis Accident 
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2.6 Remaining Open Issues 

Issues raised by the DNFSB which remain open include: 

• Site boundary 
• Safety class designation implications 
• Seismic and fire evaluations 
• Aircraft accident footprint 
• Hazard analysis processes 

 
The following sections discuss the site boundary issue and its potential implications for Safety 
Class designation requirements in more detail. 

2.6.1 The Site Boundary Issue 

Recommendations from several reviews have suggested that the site boundary for SNL TA-V 
nuclear facilities be reevaluated.  The site boundary issue raised by the IET and DNFSB is 
focused on whether NNSA/SNL has adequate control of the exclusion area.  Issues associated 
with the language in the safe harbor documents and applicable definitions in Title 10 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations (CFR) have been raised and SNL’s interpretation of the site boundary has 
been provided to NNSA/SSO (and included as Attachment C).   
 
Recent reviews also identified Air Force support personnel that reside at the Kirtland Air Force 
Base (KAFB) stables.  Although similar to the continuously occupied locations at the KAFB 
storage facility, and the KAFB fire station located within the TA-V exclusion area, the residence 
of this support person and family were unknown and not identified in the TA-V DSAs.  This 
issue has highlighted concerns about the degree of control NNSA and SNL have over the 
exclusion area.  Restricting the area under which NNSA and SNL must exercise control would 
reduce the site boundary distance from the 3000 meters currently assumed in the TA-V DSAs.   
 
As discussed in detail in Attachment C, SNL (with DOE approval) has traditionally used a 3000 
meter “exclusion area” around ACRR and SPR since: (1) that was the closest approach of the 
KAFB site boundary, and (2) agreements and long-term working relationships between SNL and 
KAFB were deemed to meet the intent of 10 CFR 20.1003’s “… or otherwise controlled.”  Since 
several non-reactor nuclear facilities (such as AHCF) are also located in TA-V, it appeared 
logical to use the same boundary.  However, as the DNFSB has pointed out, the guidance of 
DOE-STD-3009 is applicable to DSA preparation for these non-reactor nuclear facilities, and the 
language of the DOE standard is more precise and restrictive.  Even with a change in the 
boundary, additional actions must be taken (in coordination with KAFB) to establish control of 
the revised boundary consistent with the requirements of DOE-STD-3009 (e.g., posting the 
boundary, revising Memorandums of Understanding, revising procedures, personnel training, 
and performing drills).  Direction from SSO on the definition of the site boundary is expected by 
January 21, 2005.  Once direction is received, SNL will implement the appropriate DOE process 
to address the impact on its safety bases due to movement of the boundary. 
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2.6.2 Safety Class Versus Safety Significant Implications 

Related to the site boundary issue is the issue of safety structures, systems, and components 
(SSCs) that may become candidates for Safety Class designation, if the site boundary distance is 
reduced.  Reviewing the source terms associated with TA-V nuclear facilities it was found that 
the ACRR has the highest unmitigated consequences of all the TA-V accident analyses.  A 
preliminary evaluation of the ACRR SSCs and the processes for designing Safety Class systems 
was performed (included as Attachment D).  Two ACRR systems were identified as potential 
candidates for Safety Class designation:  the reactor protection system and the building 
confinement/highbay ventilation system. 
 
The preliminary review concluded that it would be feasible to transition the reactor protection 
system safety function to Safety Class status.  However, the preliminary review concluded it 
would not be feasible to modify the highbay building structure and highbay ventilation system to 
act as a Safety Class confinement system, given that the highbay is a decades old structure which 
does not meet Safety Class seismic criteria.  The major difficulty in transitioning the reactor 
protection system to Safety Class status deals with meeting natural phenomena and external 
event design standards.  The reactor protection system does comply with several of the 
applicable design criteria identified in the preliminary review.  This includes single failure 
criterion (redundancy), quality standards, and human factors engineering. 

 
The reactor protection system safety function could be accomplished by SSCs associated with 
the ACRR’s Plant Protect System (PPS).  These SSCs could be transitioned to Safety Class 
status.  However, this transition would have to occur over an estimated 18-24 month time frame, 
at a potential cost ranging from $2M to $6M.  The variation in the cost estimate is due to the 
potential for major modifications to the control/safety elements, core grid and support structure, 
and/or the control room and highbay structures.  It should be noted that a firm cost/schedule 
estimate could only be established based on an in-depth analysis and evaluation of the needs for 
modifications to meet Safety Class design requirements of DOE Order 5480.30. 
 
The safety class transition work essentially amounts to a design basis reconstitution (see DOE 
Standard 1073-2003) of the PPS and its supporting equipment.  Issues include the seismic 
qualification of the PPS, control/safety elements, the reactor core grid structure, and the control 
room and highbay building structures, quality assurance pedigree for older components, fire 
protection studies, human factors studies, and impacts of failures in co-located non-Safety Class 
equipment.  It is anticipated that these studies would identify the need for some modifications to 
the PPS and/or its supporting equipment.  Not only must these studies and potential 
modifications be completed, but the resulting documentation must be incorporated into an 
integrated design configuration management and system engineering program to ensure the 
continued maintenance and reliability of these SSCs.  Lastly, this information must be 
appropriately incorporated into the safety basis (DSA and TSR) of the facility to be approved by 
NNSA/SSO. 

2.7 Explicit Response to DNFSB Comments on AHCF Safety Basis 

Lastly, the DNFSB letter also provided a number of detailed comments regarding the AHCF 
DSA.  SNL agrees with the concerns raised by the DNFSB.  The issues raised are addressed in 
detail in Attachment E.  Overall, the status of AHCF actions is summarized below: 
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• Most AHCF activities were curtailed on 11/18/04 to allow personnel redeployment to 
mission critical programs. 

• A formal request of a NNSA interpretation of site boundaries was submitted on 10/29/04. 
Direction concerning the site boundary location is expected from SSO by 01/21/05.   

• Relocation of the natural gas line out of AHCF facility was completed on 10/26/04. 
• At least 90% of the combustible material in the mid-bay adjacent to the AHCF was 

removed by 10/28/04. A combustible load procedure for the mid-bay was developed. 
• Improvements were initiated on 8/31/04 to increase the fire rating for the boundary wall 

between the AHCF and the adjacent mid-bay. Design and documentation activities are in 
process. 

• A new facility seismic mitigation evaluation was completed on 11/23/04. The results 
were not adequately conclusive. Further evaluations are underway. 

• A review was initiated on 11/18/04 to identify practical facility and process changes to 
improve the overall radiological controls posture of the AHCF.   
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3. Actions to Ensure Adequacy of Future Safety Bases 

In addition to assessing the adequacy of the current nuclear facility safety bases, SNL was also 
asked by the Board to describe actions (a) to ensure more effective closure of comments from 
future safety basis review teams, and (b) to ensure that future draft safety basis submissions are 
adequate.  Based on the internal SNL reviews as well as the root cause analysis, it was concluded 
that the SNL safety basis program must be managed in a more formal, systematic manner with 
greater corporate focus and senior management involvement. Elements of the improved SNL 
safety basis program are described below. 

3.1 Enhancement of SNL Corporate Role in Safety Bases 

SNL has established a corporate safety bases organization.  Central to this organization is the 
Safety Basis Department which is part of the Environment, Safety, and Health Department.  The 
Safety Basis Department reports to and is given oversight by SNL senior management. It will 
have an important role in future safety basis activities and ensuring the quality of the 
documentation that is produced.  As shown in Figure 1, the Safety Basis Department’s role is 
that of the single SNL point of contact for all formal safety bases interactions with NNSA.  
Informal contacts between SNL personnel, NNSA, and other oversight personnel during the 
analysis process will remain.  These contacts are encouraged to ensure that the communication 
necessary for a clear mutual understanding of technical issues and concerns exists. 
 

NNSA
SSO

SNL 
Nuclear

Facilities

Submittals

Comments Comments

Response Response

SNL Senior Management

Submittals
Corporate

Safety Basis 
Dept.

NNSA
SSO

SNL 
Nuclear

Facilities

Submittals

Comments Comments

Response Response

SNL Senior Management

Submittals
Corporate

Safety Basis 
Dept.

 
 

Figure 1.  Enhanced Corporate Role in the SNL Safety Basis Process. 
 

The SNL corporate Safety Basis Department: 
 

• Has corporate ownership of and responsibility for all safety basis processes, including 
the preparation of safety basis requirements and training documentation, 

• Provides review and oversight of all aspects of these processes, and 
• Is responsible for ensuring adequate resources are applied to the preparation and 

implementation of safety bases. 
 

The near-term focus of the Safety Basis organization includes: 
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• Enhanced training of staff at both the corporate and facility level to facilitate the 
development of and continued maintenance of improved safety basis documentation. 

• A more formal process for safety basis interactions within SNL and between SNL and 
the NNSA Sandia Site Office, including meeting minute records and signed 
agreements. 

• More efficient review processes to ensure the broadest available input is obtained 
early in the development process, keeping preparation efforts current with orders, 
guidelines, and regulations, and any changes to those documents. An example of the 
SNL Safety Bases department’s near-term improvements to the Safety Basis (SB) 
process at SNL is the development and implementation of a process that formally 
incorporates 30/60/90 and 100% review points of SB documents. 

• Guidance document describing the near-term two-step readiness review process 
discussed in Section 2.2.2.  

• A project plan for the Safety Basis Improvement Project (see Section 3.2) 
• Databases of significant comments and lessons learned to assist preparation of future 

safety bases. 
• Necessary training programs fully implemented, a phased process discussed in Section 

3.2.2. 

3.2 Safety Basis Improvement Project 

SNL has concluded that it must raise the standards applied to safety basis processes.  As a result 
of the SNL review, SNL has implemented the initial phases of a Safety Basis Improvement 
Project to: 
 

• Improve, where necessary, existing safety basis processes; 
• Provide additional resources, management attention, and independent review to 

ensure that future safety basis submittals are both complete and compliant, and that 
future safety basis comments are resolved properly in a timely, formal manner. 
 

This Safety Basis Improvement Project, applicable to both nuclear facilities and corporate 
processes, addresses the underlying concerns identified in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, and is the vehicle 
SNL is using to improve safety basis performance.  The key elements of the Safety Basis 
Improvement Project are: 
 

• Completing a safety basis self-assessment of the currently operating nuclear facilities:  
the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) and the Manzano Nuclear Facility (MNF).  
These facilities have adequate safety bases for continued operation.  The tenets of the 
planned Safety Basis Improvement Project will be applied to updates to both 
facilities’ safety basis documents during their annual review processes.  

• Completing an independent safety basis review of the reactor nuclear facilities 
(ACRR and SPR) and the other non-reactor nuclear facility (AHCF) before future 
operations. These nuclear facilities are not operating, and will not be operated, until 
the independent reviews of their safety bases have been completed and appropriate 
improvements to safety basis documentation are incorporated and approved. 
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• Enhancing the SNL corporate role in the safety basis process by increasing the 
involvement of the SNL Safety Basis Department and more active involvement and 
oversight by senior management at SNL, 

• Improving the formality of the Safety Basis (SB) process both internal to SNL and 
with SSO thereby ensuring that formal SB methodologies are established and 
resolution of comments concerning SB documentation are formally addressed, 
documented and auditable, 

• Focusing initial improvement efforts on mission critical programs, 
• Providing additional personnel resources to safety basis activities, thereby improving 

SNL capacity to adequately perform SB activities,  
• Developing and implementing a continuing education program so that personnel are 

adequately trained to the goals of the Safety Basis Improvement Project, ensuring all 
personnel are aware of their role and responsibilities in achieving these goals, and 
providing tools for consistent performance in the safety basis arena,  

• Establishing an Independent Nuclear Safety Board consisting of independent, outside 
SB experts with experience in DOE safety orders, guidelines and documentation to 
oversee and provide guidance to SNL SB improvements (see Section 3.2.3), and 

• Revising the charter and make-up of the SNL Nuclear Facilities Safety Committee 
(NFSC) to have a more balanced approach to safety analysis, documentation and 
operations (see Section 3.2.4). 

 
Several of these key elements are discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

3.2.1 Safety Basis Development and Review Process Improvements 

Longer-term improvements of the Safety Basis Improvement Project include development of 
documented processes, programs, and requirements for all phases of safety basis work and 
implementation of continuing training necessary for the use of these processes.  (Previously, 
SNL had depended upon analyst “skill of the craft” to implement DOE requirements and 
guidance, without an authoritative statement of SNL corporate expectations.) These processes 
include: 
 

• Safety Analysis and Risk Review Handbook, 
• Safety Basis Training and Qualification Requirements, 
• Safety Basis Preparation Requirements, 
• Document Review Requirements, 
• Safety Basis Implementation and Validation Requirements,  
• Requirements for readiness reviews conducted by facility management, SNL 

corporate, and independent personnel, and 
• Safety basis training programs for new and existing personnel incorporating the 

above listed items. 
 

Commitment dates for the above actions will be included in the plan for the Safety Basis 
Improvement Project. Estimated completion dates are included in the task summary of Section 4. 
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3.2.2 Personnel Education and Training 

The precepts of the Safety Basis Improvement Project will not be achieved without a well-
qualified, trained workforce fully aligned to the Project’s goals.  As a result, SNL has both near-
term and long-term efforts aimed at personnel qualification and development. 
 
Near-term efforts emphasize ensuring all personnel understand the goals of the Safety Basis 
Improvement Project and their roles and responsibility for the safe execution of their day-to-day 
work, in accordance with approved procedures and limits. This training involved extensive safety 
basis training for appropriate personnel, all-hands communications, and job site discussions that 
emphasized safety principles and practices, limiting conditions of operation for individual 
facilities and experiments, and the immediate need to improve the safety bases at SNL.  It also 
emphasized each individual’s empowerment to question the safety of any operation and his/her 
ability and responsibility to stop any unsafe activities. This training has been completed.  Topics 
covered in this training included how SNL got to where it is with regard to SB adequacy, the 
clear need to improve our approach to SB development, and what SNL will be doing to improve 
its performance—both near- and long-term. Throughout the training, the focus was on 
understanding the problem and embracing change. 
  
As noted in the earlier discussion of the plan for the Safety Basis Improvement Project, 
development of extensive new documentation is planned.  This documentation will be developed 
cooperatively with the personnel at TA-V, as well as SSO, and incorporated into the workforce-
training program to ensure long-term personnel alignment to SNL’s expectations regarding 
safety. The revised instruction to incorporate a continuing Safety Basis training program for 
applicable personnel will be completed by the end of February 2005, the first course will be 
delivered in April 2005, and the proposed curriculum will be fully developed by the end of 
December 2005.  

3.2.3 Establishment of an Independent Nuclear Safety Board (INSB) 

SNL has established an Independent Nuclear Safety Board of recognized safety experts to 
provide guidance and oversee nuclear safety bases preparation and adequacy at SNL.  The INSB 
has focused initially on the safety basis issues raised by the DNFSB review and the SNL review.  
The initial membership of this board consists of: 

 
David Pye – Former Reactor Engineering Division Director with 38 years of Naval Reactors 
experience, 
Steve Krahn – Naval Reactors and former DNFSB Staff Member with extensive DOE 
facility review and assessment experience—a total of 26 years of experience, and  
Art Tryon – 34 years of Naval Reactors experience, extensive industrial radiological controls 
and DOE facility assessment experience. 
 

SNL is presently assessing its safety committee structure supporting its nuclear facilities, and 
will assess how to integrate INSB activities with other review groups presently in existence at 
TA-V and SNL.  The INSB will be involved with, as a minimum, review/oversight of the Safety 
Basis Improvement Project and evaluation of the results of SNL DSA reviews.  These personnel 
have been actively involved in SNL improvements and planning to date. 
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3.2.4 SNL Nuclear Facility Safety Committee (NFSC) Improvements 

The Nuclear Facility Safety Committee (and its subordinate committees) have not been effective 
at ensuring that safety bases meet DOE expectations.  There have been several contributing 
causes to this: 
 

• The Committee charters have not adequately defined the expected role of the safety 
committees with respect to safety basis documentation.  The Committees have 
historically made recommendations regarding technical accuracy and engineering 
analyses, but they have not understood their role to involve assessing whether specific 
processes have been adequately invoked in safety basis documentation presented to the 
Committees. 

• The Committee membership has not required expertise in safety basis documentation or 
methodology in the explicitly identified skill sets for members of the Committee. 

• The criteria for acceptable safety basis documentation has not been established and 
propagated to the safety committees.  The Committee membership has historically 
established their own sense of acceptable risk as the basis of recommendations to SNL 
management.  Individual technical criteria (e.g., hoisting and rigging, pressure safety data 
packages) exist, but the general metrics for Committee evaluation of safety basis 
documentation have been more subjective. 

• Those issues of safety basis documentation adequacy that were identified by Nuclear 
Facility Safety Committees have not been properly interpreted by SNL management.  
Issues raised have historically been addressed as individual specific issues to be corrected 
in a specific document, and have not been adequately evaluated as a symptom of more 
fundamental weaknesses in the safety basis program. 

 
Improvements to the Safety Committee process to correct these deficiencies include: 
 

• Modify the nuclear facility committee charters to explicitly include the overall 
assessment of the adequacy of safety basis documentation. 

• Add members to the Committees with nationally recognized safety basis expertise, to 
include expertise in DOE safety basis methodology and expectations. 

• Increase the external membership of the Nuclear Facility Safety Committee to increase 
the ratio of members with views and perspectives external to SNL. 

• Increase the effectiveness of communication from the safety committees to SNL senior 
management after each Committee meeting to ensure committee perceptions and 
concerns are adequately translated to senior management.  Ensure feedback from the 
Committee includes general assessments of the overall safety basis program in addition to 
activity specific recommendations and concerns. 
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4. Task Summary 

Tables 4, 5, and 6 summarize the actions taken, or to be taken, in response to the issues raised or 
suggested by the DNFSB comments. 
 

Table 4.  Task Summary for Actions Related to Corporate Safety Basis Processes. 
Time Frame Task Date Complete DNFSB 

Issue* 
Independent Reviews and Assessment Ongoing  1 
Corporate Nuclear Safety Basis Plan 
Approved 

December 2004 √ 1, 3 

Root Cause Analysis January 2005 √ 1, 2, 3 

Safety Basis Improvement Project Plan January 2005  1, 2, 3 

Short-Term 

SNL Corporate Office Agreement with SSO March 2005  2, 3 
Corrective Action Plan March 2005  1, 2, 3 
Databases of Comments and Lessons Learned April 2005  1, 3 
Supporting Safety Basis Documents 
Completed 

November 2005  2, 3  
 

Mid-Term 

Training Programs Implemented April 2005  2, 3 
Internal Review Requirements for SNL Safety 
Basis Documents 

September 2005  3 

Integration of Safety Basis Documents and 
Processes 

End FY06  2, 3 

Long-Term 

Hiring Program to Increase Safety Basis 
organization personnel 

End FY06  3  

*DNFSB Issues: 
1. Adequacy of safety bases for each currently operating nuclear facility at SNL. 
2. Actions to be taken to ensure more effective closure of comments from future Safety Basis review teams. 
3. Actions to be taken to ensure that adequate draft safety bases are submitted by the SNL contractor in the future. 

 
Table 5.  Task Summary for Actions Related to SNL Nuclear Facilities in General. 

Time Frame Task Date Complete DNFSB 
Issue* 

Examine DNFSB-Identified Issues October 2004 √ 1, 2, 3 

Halt Nuclear Facility Restart Activities and 
Adjust Schedules 

November 2004 √ 1 

Short-Term 

Perform Safety Basis Review of all Facilities January 2005  1, 3 
Corrective Action Plan December 2004 √ 3 

Evaluate Effectiveness of SNL NFSC and 
Take Appropriate Action 

March 2005  3 

Assess Hazard Categorizations November 2004 √ 3 

Allocate Appropriate Resources September 2005  2, 3 
Aircraft Accident Footprint September 2005  1 
Hazard Analysis Processes September 2005  2, 3 
Site Boundary/Emergency Management January 2006  1 
Safety Class Designation September 2006  1 
Seismic and Fire Evaluations September 2006  1 

Mid-Term 

Infrastructure Improvement  Ongoing  2, 3 
*DNFSB Issues: 

1. Adequacy of safety bases for each currently operating nuclear facility at SNL. 
2. Actions to be taken to ensure more effective closure of comments from future Safety Basis review teams. 
3. Actions to be taken to ensure that adequate draft safety bases are submitted by the SNL contractor in the future. 
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Table 6.  Task Summary for Actions Related to TA-V Nuclear Facilities. 

Facility Task Date Complete DNFSB 
Issue* 

Safety Basis Review January 2005  1 
Issue Safety Evaluation Report January 2005 √ 1 

Complete Readiness Review March 2005  1 

ACRR 

Implement Compensatory Measures and/or 
Corrective Actions 

March 2005  1 

Safety Basis Review May 2005  1 
Safety Basis upgraded and approved along 
with associated ORR 

December 2005  1 

DSA rewritten May 2005  1 
Natural gas line relocated October 2004 √ 1 

Combustible material relocated October 2004 √ 1 

Fire Rating improvement for mid-bay wall March 2005  1 
Identify Material Limit Controls February 2005  1 
Facility hazards being revised March 2005  1 
Long-term contamination controls 
implemented  

March 2005  1 

Determine aircraft crash scenario 
implications,  Material-at-Risk quantities 
established 

March 2005  1 

AHCF 

Startup AHCF December 2005  -- 
Safety Basis Review February 2005  1  
Issue SER April 2005  1 
Complete Readiness Review July 2005  1 

SPR 

Implement Compensatory Measures and/or 
Corrective Actions 

May 2005  1 

Safety Basis Review January 2005 √  1, 3 

Create procedure for controlling radioactive 
material limits. 

April 2005  1 

Draft Letter Requesting Guidance on DOE-
STD-1027 

January 2005  2, 3 

TA-V Radioactive Material Inventory December 2004 √ 1 

Revised Procedure for Tracking Radioactive 
Material  

January 2005  1 

Root Cause Analysis of Non-compliance with 
Radioactive Material Handling and Storage 
Procedure 

April 2005  1 

Comment Resolution Package for Revised 
GIF DSA 

April 2005  1 

Disposition Comments to SSO March 2005  1 

GIF 

Final GIF DSA version April 2005  1 
*DNFSB Issues: 

1. Adequacy of safety bases for each currently operating nuclear facility at SNL. 
2. Actions to be taken to ensure more effective closure of comments from future Safety Basis review teams. 
3. Actions to be taken to ensure that adequate draft safety bases are submitted by the SNL contractor in the future. 
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5. Conclusion 

SNL has taken the insights provided by the DNFSB as an opportunity for a comprehensive 
review of SNL safety basis processes. A careful assessment has been made of the DNFSB report, 
SSO oversight comments, the SSO Independent Evaluation report, assessments by outside 
experts, and internal evaluations that include formal root cause analyses and determination of 
causal issues.  Based on this work, SNL concluded that its safety basis process requires 
improvement. 
 
To achieve this improvement SNL formulated a plan of action that will assure continued 
improvement in the safe operation of SNL nuclear facilities, address the identified issues and 
concerns, and fundamentally improve SNL safety basis processes. This plan will result in clearly 
defined and universally understood corporate expectations and guidance for nuclear safety basis 
development, documentation, and maintenance.  To achieve the required improvement will 
require additional personnel resources and management attention.  SNL is committed to making 
the required investments to achieve this improvement. Actions have been initiated to make the 
necessary resources available. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This document describes Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia) process for implementing SB (SB) activities for 
nuclear facility operations in order to effectively review SB documents, criteria that cross between technical SB 
requirements, and core integrated safety management system (ISMS) requirements.  The criteria elements 
contained herein perform this function for nuclear SB documents. 
  

For purposes of this document, DOE and NNSA are synonymous. 

 
Description of the Program 
 
The Safety Basis Department has implemented the Corporate Safety Basis Program to define the scope of SB 
and set forth the guidelines for conducting a SB activity at Sandia-controlled premises within New Mexico. 
Safety Basis Department staff, subject matter experts (SMEs), and Members of the Workforce who are involved 
with nuclear facility operations perform these programmatic and functional area SB activities in accordance 
with this plan. Program owners, SMEs, and these Members of the Workforce then work with line managers and 
ES&H coordinators to improve line implementation of SB requirements.  
 
Program Objectives 
 
The objectives of the SB adequacy verification criteria are as follows:   
 

• Identify SB adequacy verification criteria that are focused topics for nuclear DSAs.  
• Provide standardized guidance and processes for effective and meaningful SB activities for DSAs that 

supplement current requirements outlined in CPR400.1.1/MN471001, ES&H Manual. 
• Assist program owners and SMEs in developing and implementing nuclear DSAs that meet performance 

requirements and compliance requirements. 
• Assist with assuring management that these nuclear DSAs contribute to the maintenance of a safe and 

healthy work place and the protection of the environment. 
 
Ownership and Review 
The Safety Basis Department Manager is responsible for the content of this plan. Recommendations for 
improvement and comments regarding the modification of this plan should be forwarded to the Safety Basis 
Department Manager. This document will be reviewed at least every two years.  
 
 
SAFETY BASIS ADEQUACY VERIFICATION PROCESSES 
 
General Safety Basis Adequacy Verification Criteria 
 
SB adequacy verification criteria are divided into the following four parts:   
 

• Part A addresses the component of Core Function 2 involving the identification of hazards.   
• Part B addresses the component of Core Function 2 involving the analysis of hazards.   
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• Part C addresses the development and implementation of controls, consistent with Core Function 3.   
• Part D addresses feedback and continuous improvement, consistent with Core Function 5.   

 
Issues of potential non-compliance (PNC), those which are in the group of comments aligned with Core 
Function 4, all involve hazards identification or hazards analysis.  Therefore, the PNC issues are embedded in 
Parts A and B. 
 
The following is not an exhaustive set of criteria designed to assure complete ISMS core function execution or 
to complete DOE requirements compliance.  Instead, it is a focused set of criteria developed with the themes of 
proper DSA development.  Incorporating and adhering to the following criteria would produce the foundation of 
a robust SB.  A thorough evaluation of the Sandia nuclear SBs against the following criteria is a credible 
approach to assessing SB health and will provide important insight into evaluating risk of continued operations. 
 

SB Adequacy 
Verification 
Criteria  -

Major Element  
(Part) 

Sub- 
Element 

Item 

A Adequacy of Hazards Identification – ISMS Core Function 2 
 1. Is the hazard identification method documented in the DSA or in a 

referenced retrievable citation? 
 2. Is the method consistent with DOE guidance and requirements or, 

otherwise specifically approved by DOE as a noted exception? 
 3. Is the hazards identification checklist or other format for the range of 

hazards considered consistent with standard nuclear and chemical 
industry tools? 

 4. Are all potential energy sources identified? (e.g., natural gas lines) 
 5. Are the hazards presented by adjacent DOE facilities identified? 
 6. Are the hazards presented by nearby non-DOE facilities identified? 
 7. Are all natural phenomenon hazards addressed, including seismic 

hazards? 
 8. Are transportation hazards addressed? (e.g., airplanes, airports, 

helicopters, trucks, cars, rail lines) 
 9. Is there a safeguards and security hazards analysis? 
 10. Is there a fire protection analysis (FPA) and does the DSA hazards 

identification capture all hazards identified in the FPA? 
 11. Are all modes of facility operation and all phases of facility life, as 

defined in the DSA, covered by the scope of the hazards identification 
section? 

 12. Are potential combinations of hazards or possible synergistic effects of 
hazards identified? 

 13. Are hazards identified that relate to the trained facility worker?  Are 
routine industrial hazards handed off to the Industrial Safety Program?  
Are routine radiological hazards handed off to the Radiological 
Protection Program? 

 14. Are hazards identified that relate to co-located workers in very close 
proximity to or within the facility, particularly those who may not be 
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SB Adequacy 
Verification 
Criteria  -

Major Element  
(Part) 

Sub- 
Element 

Item 

trained on or familiar with the facility? 
 15. Are hazards identified that relate to the co-located workers on the site or 

members of the transient public who may not be expected to be trained 
but are within DOE protective control? 

 16. Are hazards identified that relate to members of the public who are not 
expected to be trained and who are not within DOE protective control? 

 17. Is the full range of potential materials at risk identified?  Forms, 
quantities, toxicological, radiological? Are realistic materials at risk 
values used, consistent with facility’s operations, for hazards 
identification? 

 18. Has the hazard categorization been determined per the methods of DOE-
STD-1027, Hazard Categorization and Accident Analysis Techniques for 
Compliance with DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports? 

 19. Is the justification sufficient in all cases where an identified hazard is not 
advanced to accident scenario development?  Are all identified hazards 
dispositioned? (i.e., dismissed as incredible, dismissed as below any 
threshold of concern, channeled to the health and safety plan, channeled 
to the Radiological Control Program, advanced to accident scenario 
development, etc.) 

 20. Are realistic and lowest possible material-at-risk (MAR) values used, 
consistent with facility’s operations, for hazards identification? 

 21. Are unique and possible experimental hazards identified? 
B Adequacy of Hazards Analysis  - ISMS Core Function 2 
 1. Are the accident analysis methods documented in the DSA or in a 

referenced retrievable citation? 
 2. Are the methods consistent with DOE guidance and requirements or, 

otherwise specifically approved by DOE as a noted exception? 
 3. Does accident scenario development fully envelop the range of identified 

hazards? 
 4. Does the accident analysis process begin with fully unmitigated scenarios 

and consequence determination? 
 5. Are the MAR assumptions fully bounding, without any dependence on 

implied controls?   Do the MAR assumptions consider accumulation of 
materials and deposits of contamination over time? 

 6. Are dependencies for actions taken at other facilities and/or by entities 
not under direct control by the facility implied by the bounding 
assumptions for MAR? 

 7. Are combinations of events considered in bounding accident scenario 
development?  Is the logic supporting the dismissal of combination 
events rigorous? 

 8. Are process histories and test data sources for MAR fully documented 
and defensible? 
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SB Adequacy 
Verification 
Criteria  -

Major Element  
(Part) 

Sub- 
Element 

Item 

 9. Are accident scenarios formulated such that controls derived from 
analysis results fully address the subordinate hazards bounded by that 
scenario?  

 10. Are assumptions for release fractions and material transport supported by 
accepted research, testing, model-development or facility-specific data? 

 11. Are there any dependencies of MAR, release fractions and material 
transport assumptions on facility or process characteristics or 
configurations? (i.e., facility structural behavior during a seismic event, 
position of heavy equipment such as cranes, etc.)  If so, have these been 
captured, as appropriate? 

 12. Are accident frequency determinations well documented and supported 
by data, as appropriate?  Are probabilistic arguments, if used, fully 
documented?  Are all dependencies of frequency determinations and 
probabilistic arguments on design features, process characteristics, 
administrative programs, etc. fully identified? 

 13. Is the possibility of accidents affecting multiple facilities (e.g., a plane 
crash) considered in the formulation of bounding scenarios? 

 14 Is the analysis sufficient to defend the effectiveness of accident 
prevention features and strategies?  

 15. Are the receptor locations for the co-located worker and members of the 
public consistent with approved DOE methods?  Do all such assumptions 
properly consider what is within DOE control and what is not (e.g., 
ability to train persons at risk, ability to isolate or evacuate persons at 
risk)? 

 16. Are all accident analysis assumptions captured, presented and 
documented in a manner that lends itself to complete identification of 
dependencies on design features, process characteristics, administrative 
programs, alarms and other mitigation systems? 

 17. Are all accident analysis assumptions documented such that a robust 
unreviewed safety question (USQ) process can be executed to effectively 
evaluate the contractor’s authority to make facility modifications, process 
modifications and administrative changes? 

 18. Is the possibility of accidents affecting multiple facilities (e.g., a plane 
crash) considered in the formulation of bounding scenarios? 

 19. Are analysis assumptions consistent with the fire protection analysis 
(FPA), the health and safety plan, and CPR400.1.1.32/MN471016, 
Radiological Protection Procedures Manual?  And, are these assumptions 
clearly documented so that USQ evaluations for changes to these 
plans/documents will not unknowingly invalidate the DSA accident 
analyses? 

 20. Is the site boundary exposure analysis consistent with DOE-STD-1027, 
Hazard Categorization and Accident Analysis Techniques for 
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SB Adequacy 
Verification 
Criteria  -

Major Element  
(Part) 

Sub- 
Element 

Item 

Compliance With DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports? 
Is the absolute minimum MAR used to permit the site boundary to be as 
close as possible to the facility? 

C Adequacy of Controls Development & Implementation – ISMS Core Function 3 
 1. Is every accident analysis assumption related to facility configuration, 

process characteristics, material inventory, administrative processes, 
accident prevention, and accident mitigation dispositioned into a/an: 

• Design Feature. 
• Safety system functional requirement and performance criterion. 
• TSR limit. 
• TSR surveillance requirement. 
• TSR response or recovery action. 
• TSR specific administrative controls. 
• Element of a safety management program. 
• Instrument calibration and test plan. 
• Interface agreement with another facility. 
• Any other items, as appropriate. 

 2. Does every control strategy listed in C-1 above provide the expected 
protection of its associated SB accident scenario, and all of the hazards 
subordinate to the safety basis accident scenario? 

 3. Does the DSA text unambiguously document the connection between the 
accident scenarios and the derived control strategies?  

 4. Do the TSR Bases unambiguously document the connection between the 
DSA accident scenarios and the derived TSRs?   

 5. Is the control derivation documentation in the DSA and the TSR Bases 
consistent? 

 6. Are the safety classifications for credited systems, structures, and 
components (SSCs) assigned commensurate with the level of 
consequence to the affected receptors, consistent with DOE standard 
practice? 

 7. Are the design classifications for credited SSCs assigned commensurate 
with level of hazard (e.g., seismic performance category)? 

 8. Are defense-in-depth items clearly delineated in the DSA and do the 
DSA and/or safety evaluation report (SER) clearly specify the authority 
of the Contractor to change or delete these items? 

 9. Are all controls and credited response actions compatible with 
requirements and response actions associated with other site facilities?  

 10. Have controls and credited response actions been tested to ensure they 
perform as designed? 

 11. Are all TSR controls unambiguously clear?  Are all response and 
recovery actions complete and unambiguously clear?  Are any approval 
requirements clearly documented? 
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SB Adequacy 
Verification 
Criteria  -

Major Element  
(Part) 

Sub- 
Element 

Item 

 12. Does the DSA or the TSRs create additional tools or administrative 
processes to evaluate change, above and beyond the USQ process (e.g., 
campaign specific process plans)?  If so, is the tool fully consistent with 
the DOE requirements for the USQ process?  Are approval requirements 
unambiguously clear and consistent with DOE requirements? 

 13. Have experimental applications and testing envelopes been adequately 
developed to properly implement the USQ process? 

 14. For material requiring special security, have appropriate controls been 
evaluated and implemented as related to safety? 

 15. Have TSRs been developed with appropriate specificity when program 
elements are credited as being necessary for safety (e.g., specific 
Radiation Protection Program requirements, specific FMOC maintenance 
requirements)? 

 16. Does the facility use a consistent and approved methodology to assign 
the risk consequences based on the expected hazard to the worker, co-
located worker, and the public? 

D Adequacy of Feedback & Continuous Improvement – ISMS Core Function 5 
 1. Is there a record of internal review of the DSA submitted for DOE 

approval?  Are the qualifications of the reviewers documented?  Are all 
review comments dispositioned? 

 2. For significant oversights or technical errors discovered during internal 
review, was the cause determined and remedied? 

 3. Did the internal review team include representation from the operations 
organization charged with implementing and operating within the SB 
controls? 

 4. Are there any outstanding corrective actions or other action items where 
remedies to noted shortcomings of the SB are still in progress?   

 5. If you answered “yes” to D-4 above, is there an interim risk analysis and 
are there any compensatory measures? 

 6. Are consistent specific administrative controls implemented where 
appropriate amongst all facilities? Are similar procedural requirements 
implemented (e.g., combustible load requirements, on-site transportation 
requirements, etc)? 

 7. Are records available or incorporated into the SB to describe how 
analytical decisions were made?  

 8. Are peer reviews conducted and documented for analytical calculations 
and decisions? 

 9. As part of the SB review, were lessons learned from past documentation 
revisions/updates reviewed? 

 10. Were all safety evaluation review courses of actions, USQ 
determinations (USQDs), and previous SB related comments 
incorporated into this revision/update? 
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DOCUMENTATION AND RECORDKEEPING 
 
All documentation related to these SB activities by the Corporate Safety Basis Department will be retained in 
accordance with CPR400.2.13.14, Records Retention and Disposition Schedule & Processes. Deliverables 
required from the various SB activities and signed official report copies are kept in the Corporate Safety Basis 
Department organizational files and electronic copies of the following shall be forwarded to the appropriate 
nuclear facility’s management. Records may include, but are not limited to:  

• Correspondence related to evaluation results.  
• Review summaries.  
• Cost impact estimates, as appropriate. 
• Meeting minutes, if the meeting was conducted for the purpose of evaluation, as appropriate.  
• Final ORR or RA reports, as applicable. 
 

 
REFERENCES 
The following references have been used as source documents in the development of this plan: 

• CPR001.1, Corporate Business Rules System Standard. 

• CPR001.3.2, Corporate Quality Assurance Program. 

• CPR001.3.4, Corporate Work-Management Process. 

• CPR400.1.1/MN471001, ES&H Manual. 

• CPR400.2.13.14, Records Retention and Disposition Schedule & Processes. 

• DOE G 414.1-1A, Management Assessment and Independent Assessment Guide.  

• DOE O 414.1A, Chg. 1, Quality Assurance. 

• DOE P 450.5, Line Environment, Safety and Health Oversight. 

• DOE-STD-1027-92, Hazard Categorization and Accident Analysis Techniques for Compliance with 
DOE Order 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports. 

• SNL, DE-AC04-94AL85000, Management and Operating Contract between Sandia Corporation and 
DOE (Prime Contract).  
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Attachment B 
 
 

Nuclear Safety Basis 
Root Cause Analysis 

 
January 7, 2005 

 
Ron Simonton, Team Leader  

 
 
Introduction 
 
The Root Cause Analysis (RCA) Team was chartered by Les Shephard to conduct an 
independent root cause analysis of issues identified by an Independent Evaluation Team 
(IET) review (Ref. 1) performed for the Sandia Site Office (SSO) of the National Nuclear 
Security Administration (NNSA), Sandia’s own independent reviews, and the issues 
identified in the trip report (Ref. 2) attached to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety 
Board (DNFSB) letter of September 27, 2004 (Ref 3). 
 
SSO and the DNFSB have noted examples of deficiencies in current nuclear safety basis 
(SB) activities and processes.  In the September 27, 2004 DNFSB letter, inadequacies and 
fundamental deficiencies in Sandia’s nuclear safety basis process were described.  SSO 
has asked Sandia to provide a response to both SSO’s and DNFSB’s issues, including a 
root cause analysis of the issues (Ref. 4).  This analysis report is a part of the response 
and will serve as the basis of a corrective action plan (CAP).  
 
Present at the RCA meetings were the Root Cause Analysis Team, as well as subject 
matter experts throughout Sandia.   
 
 
Scope 
 
The scope of this activity was to conduct a root cause analysis of the issues identified in 
the IET review, DNFSB letter, and the FY04 Performance Evaluation Report (Ref. 5).  
The analysis focused on identifying causal factors within Sandia’s control.  
 
OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
May be exempt from public release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), exemption 
number and category: 6 - Commercial/Proprietary      
Department of Energy review required before public release 
Name/Org:__Suzanne H. Weissman/SNL 6006______________________ Date:___1/6/05___________ 
Guidance (if applicable _________________________________ 
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Root Cause Methodology 
 
The team started with a review of the issues identified in the various reports.  We 
categorized, binned and sorted the issues, and determined that they were symptomatic of 
larger programmatic issues.  The resulting root cause analysis focused on these 
programmatic issues.   
 
The team developed a single problem statement that summarized the programmatic issues 
(see below).    
 
The Systemic Factors Analysis (SFA) approach (Ref. 6 and 7) was used to determine 
causal factors for the programmatic issues (see Attachment 1).   
 
A list of contributing causes and the root cause (see below) was developed from 
Attachment 1.  To ensure the list of contributing causes was comprehensive, the team 
then reviewed the issues identified in the various reports against the contributing causes.   
 
Recommendations and recommended corrective actions were developed to address the 
root and contributing causes. Attachment 2 is the list of recommended corrective actions. 
 
 
Problem Statement 
 
Sandia’s nuclear safety basis process and documentation, while not resulting in unsafe 
operations, have not met customer expectations.  
 
 
Root Cause 
 
Sandia has failed to manage the nuclear safety basis program in a formal, systematic 
manner based on recognized management system standards. 
 
 
Contributing Causes 
 

1. Sandia does not have a method to identify and flow down requirements into the 
nuclear safety basis program.  These requirements include Integrated Laboratory 
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Management System (ILMS), Integrated Safety Management System (ISMS), and 
10CFR8301 (Ref. 8).   

 
 For example: 

• Sandia does not have a clear crosswalk or comprehensive process to flow 
requirements down into the program from the corporate programs such as 
legal, contractual, and other internal departments. 

• Sandia does not have a standardized process to implement Department of 
Energy (DOE) standards when the underlying DOE order has not changed.  

 
2. Sandia does not have a comprehensive program for nuclear safety basis 

development, documentation, and maintenance.  For example, the current 
program does not include: 

 

• Guidance for hazard identification, analysis and documentation. 
• Education, training and qualification requirements for nuclear safety basis 

personnel. 
• Guidance for documenting control selection and justification. 
• Site boundary justification. 
• Clear definitions of roles and responsibilities. 
• Explanation for the basis of the consequence models used. 
• Early involvement of nuclear safety basis professionals in the design 

process. 
 

3.   Inadequate resources have been devoted to nuclear safety basis at corporate, 
Strategic Management Unit (SMU) and facility levels.  

  
For example: 

• Sandia failed to recognize the need for additional staffing in the nuclear 
safety basis program.  

• Sandia fails to submit deliverables on a timely basis (e.g., annual updates). 
 

4. Nuclear safety basis has been a low priority for Sandia senior management.   
  
 For example: 

• Sandia failed to recognize the nuclear safety basis program as a high risk 
program.  

• No corporate nuclear safety basis performance metrics were found.   
• No apparent action was taken on issues raised to senior management, such 

as resource needs.  
 

5.   The Sandia assessment programs failed to identify the issues.   
  
 For example: 
                                                 
1 Code of Federal Regulations 
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• No evidence was found that indicated that the results of assessments or 
other metrics alerted Sandia management to the conditions of the nuclear 
safety basis program. As one result, the Sandia Nuclear Facility Safety 
Committee meeting summary, dated November 15, 2004, stated “The 
DNFSB letter was a surprise…” (Ref. 9). 

• Management assessments are not being performed of organizations 
responsible for the development of nuclear safety basis documentation. 

• There has been no formal process to track comment resolution of technical 
reviews that were performed on nuclear safety basis documentation. 

 
6.   The corporate quality assurance (QA) program has not been applied consistently 

to the nuclear safety basis process.  
  
 For example: 

• Nuclear safety basis program fails to recognize that 10CFR830, Subpart 
A (Ref. 8; i.e., QA) applies.  

• At least four separate QA plans apply to programmatic elements. The 
team found no evidence that a gap analysis had been performed to 
ensure that the nuclear safety basis program meets QA requirements. 

• Nuclear safety basis program does not implement all aspects of the 
Center 6300 QA Plan (Ref. 10; e.g., records retention, documented 
procedures). 

• Facility QA programs have not been applied to the development of 
nuclear safety basis documents.  

 
7.  Vertical and horizontal communications within Sandia were not fully defined and 

utilized.   
 
 For example: 

• Customer concerns expressed to Sandia regarding nuclear safety basis 
issues were not communicated to all individuals responsible for nuclear 
safety basis document development.  

 
8.  The channels of communication between Sandia and SSO have not been 

deliberate, rigorous, and formal.  There has been an over-reliance on informal 
verbal communications resulting in misunderstandings.   

  
 For example: 

• There has been a lack of formality in communications, including standards 
for formal documentation and deliverables.  

• There is no formal change control process for schedules and standards.  
 

9. Sandia has not taken advantage of Lessons Learned from analogous 
Environmental, Safety, and Health (ES&H) programs within Sandia, or from 
nuclear safety basis programs throughout the DOE complex. 
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Recommendations 
 
The team makes the following recommendations:   
 
Note: The order of these recommendations is not time sequenced.  
 

1. Continue to operate under existing DSAs while implementing short term 
corrective actions to address immediate concerns, such as the site boundary issue.  

2. Perform an in-depth regulatory review of the current nuclear safety basis program 
against applicable requirements, including Price-Anderson Amendments Act 
(PAAA) rules. 

3. Develop an education, training, and qualification program for nuclear safety basis 
personnel. 

4. Benchmark nuclear safety basis programs within the DOE complex. 
5. Develop updated, technically defensible DSAs for Annular Core Research 

Reactor (ACRR), Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR), Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility 
(AHCF), and Transportation.  Review the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) and 
Manzano Nuclear Facility (MNF) DSAs for possible updates.     

6. Develop a vision for a nuclear safety basis program that satisfies the results of 
recommendation #2. 

7. Select a management system to use in developing and implementing actions to 
achieve the vision in a systematic manner that addresses the root and contributing 
causes. 

8. Develop and implement a project plan that includes cost, schedule, and resource 
allocation necessary to achieve the vision. 

9. Based on the inconsistent implementation of the ISMS and QA programs 
observed in the nuclear safety basis program, the team recommends a Sandia-
wide review of ISMS and QA be conducted including nonnuclear safety basis. 

 
 
Additional Observations 

 
The problems identified within the nuclear safety basis program may be symptomatic of 
broader issues in the way Sandia prioritizes resources and makes management decisions.  
 
Sandia should investigate other possible contributing causes such as: 
 

• Sandia’s culture for continuous quality improvement. 
• Sandia’s allocation of resources for other compliance activities. 
• Accountability for rigorous application of requirements. 

 
The team did not investigate these issues in depth.  
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Team Members and Support Consultants 
 
Team Members 
 
Ron Simonton, Team Leader 
Suzanne Weissman, Root Cause Analyst 
Donald Duggan, Team Member 
Donald Lincoln, Team Member 
Steve Ward, Team Member 
Caren Wenner, Team Member 
Lisa Polisar, Technical Writer/Editor 
 
Team Biographies 
 
Ron Simonton is currently the manager of Price-Anderson Nuclear Safety Rules and 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Integration Department (6004) and former 
manager of Technical Area V (TA-V) Nuclear Facilities, Nuclear safety basis and 
Engineering Support (6780) at Sandia. Prior DOE and NNSA experience includes serving 
as the DOE/NNSA Sandia Site Office Senior Science and Technical Advisor and Team 
Lead for Facility Representative and Nuclear Safety Basis Programs.  
 
Suzanne H. Weissman is currently the manager of the ES&H, QA, and Security 
Management Department for the Energy, Information and Infrastructure Surety Division 
(6000) at Sandia.  She is a trained root cause analyst and has lead many root cause 
analyses for a variety of ES&H and security incidents at Sandia.  Prior to her current 
position, she was a member of technical staff and managed several Sandia organizations 
involving analytical chemistry and related fields.  She has a Ph.D. in Analytical 
Chemistry from the University of Illinois.  
 
Donald Duggan is currently the manager of the Los Alamos office of Alion Science and 
Technology.  He is responsible for all the work performed by the office, including 
Authorization Basis, Quality Management, Project Management and Manufacturing 
services.  He is responsible for Alion services in implementing the DSA and Technical 
Safety Requirements (TSRs) for TA-55, and for services supporting DSA and TSR 
development for other facilities at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and the 
Nevada Test Site.  Dr. Duggan has over 20 years of experience of safety basis 
development and implementation for high-hazard facilities.  Dr. Duggan holds a B.Sc. 
Degree from Leeds University and a D. Phil from Oxford University.  He is a licensed 
professional engineer in New York and California, and holds an active DOE Q clearance. 
 
Donald Lincoln is currently the manager of the Nuclear Applications Division for Alion 
Science and Technology.  He is responsible for all of the commercial nuclear power 
consulting and analysis work performed by Alion.  In addition, he supports the Sandia 
Facilities Management and Operations Center in tracking and reporting their NNSA/SSO 
performance measures and other projects.  Mr. Lincoln holds a BS and MS in Mechanical 
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Engineering from University of Nebraska.  He earned a Senior Reactor Operator’s license 
at Cooper Nuclear Station.  He is a licensed Professional Engineer in Nebraska, 
Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana and holds an active DOE “L” Clearance.   
 
Steve Ward is currently the manager of Facilities and SMU Partnerships Department 
(10856) and former manager of the corporate QA Program and the Integrated Laboratory 
Management System Project; former Manager of the PAAA Program; former program 
manager of the Air, Water, Waste, and Pollution Prevention Programs; former manager 
of the Hazardous Waste Program; and former manager of the Environmental Compliance 
and Quality Assurance Department, at Sandia. Prior Sandia experience includes six years 
in the Explosives Components Department (2510) and three years in the Interfacial 
Chemistry and Coatings Technology Research Department (1841).  
 
Caren Wenner is currently a principal member of the technical staff in the Reliability and 
Human Factors Department (12335), part of the Surety Assessment Center (12300), at 
Sandia.  Since joining Sandia, she has been involved in various projects for the FAA, 
including the design of work processes for the FAA’s surveillance program.  She is also 
involved in projects relating to usability assessment, human reliability assessment, and 
human error prevention and mitigation.  She has a Ph.D. and M.S. in Industrial 
Engineering/Human Factors and a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.  Dr. Wenner served 
as a team member for the AHCF operational readiness review (ORR), the deputy team 
leader for the SPRF/CX ORR, and the team leader for the ACRR readiness assessment 
(RA).  
 
Lisa Polisar is currently a technical writer/editor for the Sandia Safety Basis Department 
(6326) at Sandia. Lisa has fifteen years of technical writing experience in the fields of 
architecture, engineering, industrial safety and marketing.  She has written strategic 
marketing plans, reports, web content, user’s manuals, and technical documentation at 
SNL.  As a multi-published author, she has published feature and technical articles for 
trade and commercial magazines, two commercial mystery novels, art reviews, and short 
fiction.  She is currently the fiction editor of two literary journals, staff writer of several 
magazines, a college-level writing instructor and an award-winning journalist.  Lisa holds 
a Bachelor’s Degree in music and behavioral psychology from University of Hartford.     
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• Stacey Durham (6326), Policy and Safety Analyst for Safety Basis Department 
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• Ken Reil (6784), Manager of Applied Nuclear Technologies Department 
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• John Shaw (6326), Manager of Safety Basis Department 
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• Dann Ward (6326), Nuclear Safety Basis Project Leader with Safety Basis 
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• Joel Williams (6326), Consultant from Washington Safety Management Solutions 
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Attachment 1 
Causal Factors 

 
The following items from the SFA were determined to be relevant.  
 
1.1 Was the identification and interpretation of requirements adequate?  

• We don’t know if current nuclear safety basis program meets ISMS and Subpart 
A requirements 

• We don’t know all of the requirements and expectations for DSAs 
• We have not provided for ourselves an internal set of requirements and guidelines 

for how we are going to write these documents 
• Prior culture has tolerated informal agreements – this practice is not in keeping 

with corporate expectations 
 
1.2 Were the overall goals, objectives and policies adequate? 

• Goals, objectives and policies in the SB program were not formalized   
• ES&H goals objectives and policies weren’t implemented consistently   
• Line organization’s goals, objectives and policies were not formalized  
• Defining how to do SB from existing resources (Section 13C, ES&H Manual) is 

out of date and inadequate  
• Low formality designation resulted in poor integration of quality requirements    

 
1.3 Were the organizational structure, resources, functional responsibilities, levels of 

authority, and interface requirements adequate? 
• Unclear roles and responsibilities 
• No existing Sandia standards for doing DSAs 
• Lack of personnel 
• Poor change management 
• Lack of qualification/training program for personnel 
• IES and nuclear weapons budget constraints 

 
1.4 Was the implementation of management plans adequate? 

• Lack of proper monitoring, tracking and closure of corrective actions 
• Changes and differences in formality 
• Lack of clarity in how senior management holds SNL accountable 
• Schedule constraints based on unrealistic expectations and lack of planning 

guidelines 
 
1.5 Were the identification, evaluation and control of hazards and risks adequate? 

• The risks of the SB program were not well understood and, therefore, not well 
managed 

• The hazards and risks involved in the operation of nuclear facilities was well 
understood but not well explained 
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• Lack a consistent hazard analysis process 
• External questioning of administrative vs. engineering controls 

 
1.6 Was the assessment of operations adequate? 

• Limited assessments of SB programs were performed but inadequate 
• No line assessments of SB process 
• Did not fully meet Criterion 10 of QA criteria          
• Management organizations responsible for SB lacked adequate reviews of SB 

process 
 
3.5 Is procurement of services (internal and external) adequate? 

• External controls are more rigorous than internal 
• Criteria for selection are poorly documented 

 
4.1 Was the format and content of the written procedure or guidance adequate? 

• No nuclear safety basis program plan (PLA04-17) until 12/04 
• See 1.2 bullet #4 
• Content of 6300 QA plan is not adequate 
• Need to check on applicability of 6700 QA plan to SB 
• Developing and maintaining SB documents is inadequate – plans underway for 

developing and maintaining 
 
4.2 Was a written procedure or guidance developed and available for use? 

• The GN documents have not been flowed down to local operating procedures  
 
4.3 Was a written procedure or guidance used properly 

• 6300 QA Plan not always used properly – example records 
• Some of plans haven’t been in existence long enough to determine their 

effectiveness 
 

5.1 Was the testing, maintaining qualifications, or documenting qualifications of 
personnel adequate? 

• There is currently no qualification program 
• No existing standards for qualification of personnel in this area 
• Lack of utilization of existing qualified SMEs 
• Heavy dependence on experienced safety basis professionals   

 
5.2 Was the development of training material adequate? 

• A SB departmental initiative is in place to develop a qualification program 
• Lack of training programs in line organizations    

 
5.3 Were the education, work experience, or training levels of personnel adequate? 

• There are no existing criteria available to evaluate this 
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6.1 Was the verbal presentation or exchange of information adequate? 

• Disconnects in management chain regarding SB concerns 
• No established lines of communication between working groups 
• Misunderstanding by 6700 of role of some 6300 contractors 
• Communication of concerns and risks to management was inadequate  
• Lack of communication up to senior management for possible discussion with 

SSO 
• Effective communication between 6326 and IES SMU is lacking 
• Lack of formality in communications, including formal documentation, with SSO  

Decision was made, but disparity between Sandia and SSO ensued   
• Conflicting information between Sandia and SSO 

 
6.2 Was the performance of work adequate? 

• Inadequate documentation (see Problem Statement) 
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Attachment 2 
Recommended Corrective Actions for Nuclear Safety Basis Program 

  Causes Addressed   

No. What Root 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Comments 

A-1 

Establish management responsibilities for 
overseeing and implementing these recommended 
corrective actions.           

These are general actions that 
should be performed in order to 
effectively implement the actions 
contained in this report. 

A-2 

Ensure that corrective actions are developed and 
implemented for each of the issues identified in the 
IET, DNFSB letter, and the FY04 Performance 
Evaluation Report. 

          

These are actions to address near 
term issues. These actions are not 
intended to address the root cause 
or contributing causes. 

A-3 

Determine what regulatory requirements are 
applicable to the nuclear safety basis program 
including all applicable QA requirements as found 
in 10CFR830 Subpart A. 

X X    X X     

A-4 
Perform an in-depth regulatory review of the 
current nuclear safety basis program against each 
applicable requirement and perform a gap analysis. 

X X    X      

A-5 

Provide the results of the in-depth regulatory 
review to the PAAA Nuclear Safety Rule 
Department (6004) for review against reporting 
requirements. 

 X    X      

A-6 Develop and implement a corrective action plan to 
address issues identified by the gap analysis.  X    X      

A-7 
Perform a training needs analysis for the nuclear 
safety basis program. 
 

  X         
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No. What Root 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Comments 

A-8 Develop and implement an education, training, and 
qualification program for safety basis personnel.   X X        

A-9 
Develop and implement a benchmarking program 
to define best business practices for the nuclear 
safety basis program. 

  X  X     X  

A-10 

Perform an in-depth analysis of all current DSAs to 
identify any potential additional issues that need to 
be brought into compliance and develop a project 
schedule for these analyses. 

          

These are actions to address near 
term issues. These actions are not 
intended to address the root cause 
or contributing causes. 

A-11 
Develop and implement a process to report nuclear 
safety basis program performance metrics to senior 
management on a quarterly basis. 

    X   X    

A-12 

Develop a proposal for a Change Control Board 
that includes both Sandia and SSO to promote more 
effective communications on nuclear safety basis 
issues and decisions. 

        X   

A-13 
Develop a vision that clearly identifies the level of 
performance to use to achieve best-in-class for the 
nuclear safety basis program. 

X  X         

A-14 

Select a management system to achieve the vision 
and to implement a comprehensive nuclear safety 
basis program that provides assurance that 
operational hazards have been adequately analyzed 
and controlled. 

• Review ISMS 
• Review ILMS 
• Additional systems that may be considered: 

o ISO 9000 
o Baldrige National Quality 

X  X     X    
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No. What Root 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Comments 

A-15 

Develop and implement a project plan that includes 
cost, schedule, and resource allocation necessary to 
achieve the vision of the new nuclear safety basis 
program. 

X X X X X X X X X X  

A-16 

Develop a process to perform an annual resource 
allocation needs analysis to maintain and 
continuously improve the new nuclear safety basis 
program. 

X   X        

A-17 
Assess Sandia-wide ISMS implementation 
including nonnuclear safety basis and develop 
corrective actions, if appropriate. 

 X          

A-18 
Assess Sandia-wide QA implementation including 
nonnuclear safety basis and develop corrective 
actions, if appropriate. 

      X     
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Attachment C 

Site Boundary Considerations 
 

Recommendations from several reviews have suggested that site boundary for SNL TA-V 
nuclear facilities be reevaluated.  The site boundary issue raised by the IET and DNFSB is 
focused on whether NNSA/SNL have control of the exclusion area.  Issues associated with the 
language in the safe harbor documents and applicable definitions in Title 10 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) have been raised and SNL’s interpretation of the site boundary has 
been provided to NNSA/SSO and is summarized herein.   
 
Recent reviews also identified Air Force support personnel that reside at the KAFB stables.  
Although similar to the continuously occupied locations at the KAFB munitions storage facility, 
and the KAFB fire station located within the TA-V exclusion area, the residence of this support 
person and family were unknown and not identified in the TA-V DSAs.  This issue has 
highlighted the degree of control NNSA and SNL have over the exclusion area.  Restricting the 
area under which NNSA and SNL must exercise control would reduce the boundary from the 
3000 meters currently assumed in the TA-V DSAs.   
 
For insight into the issue of defining a facility site boundary, the 10 CFR Part 830 and the 
applicable safe harbor methodology were reviewed.  Part 830 is silent on site boundary 
definition, and it does not reference a process for determining a facility site boundary.  For the 
ACRRF and SPRF, which are DOE reactors, 10 CFR Part 830, Subpart B, Appendix A notes that 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.70 (NRC Reg Guide 1.70), “Standard 
Format and Contents of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants” (Ref 5), may be used 
to prepare their DSAs.  NRC Reg Guide 1.70 is considered a safe harbor methodology for DOE 
Reactors to implement the requirements of 10 CFR 830 Subpart B. 
 
NRC Reg Guide 1.70 states, in section 2.1.1, “Site Location and Description” that: 
 

”Site” means the contiguous real estate on which nuclear facilities are located and for 
which one or more licensees has the legal right to control access by individuals and to 
restrict land use for purposes of limiting the potential doses from radiation or radioactive 
material during normal operation of the facilities. 

 
and 

 
2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control 
 
2.1.2.1 Authority.   The application should include a specific description of the 
applicant’s legal rights with respect to all areas that lie within the designated exclusion 
area.  The description should establish, as required by paragraph 100.3(a) of Part 100, 
that the applicant has the authority to determine all activities, including exclusion and 
removal of personnel and property from the area.  The status of mineral rights and 
easements within this area should be addressed. 
 
If ownership of all land within the exclusion area has not been obtained by the applicant, 
those parcels of land not owned within the area should be clearly described by means of a 
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scaled map of the exclusion area, and the status of proceedings to obtain ownership or the 
required authority over the land for the life of the plant should be specifically described.  
Minimum distance to and direction of exclusion area boundaries should be given for both 
present ownership and proposed ownership.  If the exclusion area extends into a body of 
water, the application should specifically address the bases upon which it has been 
determined that the authority required by paragraph 100.3(a) of Part 100 is or will be held 
by the applicant. 

 
The Reg Guide 1.70 passage cites definitions from Title 10 of the CFR, which is its governing 
regulation.  10 CFR 20.1003 defines the site boundary as: 
 

“that line beyond which the land or property is not owned, leased, or otherwise controlled 
by the licensee.” 

 
Other Parts of the CFR cited in the Reg Guide 1.70 include 10 CFR 50.2 and 10 CFR 100.3. 
These regulations define the term Exclusion Area as:  
 

“that area surrounding the reactor, in which the reactor licensee has the authority to 
determine all activities including exclusion or removal of personnel and property from 
the area. This area may be traversed by a highway, railroad, or waterway, provided these 
are not so close to the facility as to interfere with normal operations of the facility and 
provided appropriate and effective arrangements are made to control traffic on the 
highway, railroad, or waterway, in case of emergency, to protect the public health and 
safety. Residence within the exclusion area shall normally be prohibited. In any event, 
residents shall be subject to ready removal in case of necessity. Activities unrelated to 
operation of the reactor may be permitted in an exclusion area under appropriate 
limitations, provided that no significant hazards to the public health and safety will 
result.”  

 
Consistent with the above definitions, and as has been historically the case at SNL TA-V, 
radiological consequences calculated from the accident analyses have been estimated for the 
“exclusion boundary” per Section 15.x.x.5 of Reg guide 1.70.  The exclusion boundary was set at 
3000m, as this was the closest approach of the KAFB site boundary to TA-V.  Since DOE has 
emergency management agreements with KAFB, this level of control has traditionally been 
deemed to meet the intent of the 10 CFR 20.1003 required “… or otherwise controlled.” 
 
This approach is similar to the method recommended by DOE-STD-3009-94-CN2, “Preparation 
Guide For U.S. Department Of Energy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Documented Safety Analysis 
Reports” Change Notice 2, which is required for DOE non-reactor nuclear facilities by 10 CFR 
830, Subpart B, Appendix A.  Appendix A of the DOE-STD-3009 states: 
 

“DOSE CALCULATION LOCATION. For the purposes of comparison to the 
[evaluation guideline] EG, the comparison point is take to be the location of a theoretical 
MOI standing at the site boundary.” 

 
As noted above the requirements in 10 CFR Part 830 are silent on site boundary definition, 
however the guidance in DOE-STD-3009 defines the site boundary as: 
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“A well-marked boundary of the property over which the owner and operator can 
exercise control without the aid of outside authorities.  For the purpose of implementing 
this Standard, the DOE site boundary is a geographic boundary within which public 
access is controlled and activities are governed by DOE and its contractors, and not by 
local authorities. A public road traversing a DOE site is considered to be within the DOE 
site boundary if, when necessary, DOE or the site contractor has the capability to control 
the road during accident or emergency conditions.” 

 
As discussed by the DNFSB, these words are more restrictive than those in Reg Guide 1.70 and 
10 CFR 20.1003, and should have been used in developing the DSAs for AHCF (and other non-
reactor nuclear facilities).  However, SNL has historically identified a 3000-meter exclusion area 
boundary around the TA-V nuclear facilities using the safe harbor methodologies; as it appeared 
logical to use the same boundary for all TA-V facilities—as they are virtually co-located.  The 
Evaluation Guideline (EG) as defined by Appendix A of DOE-STD-3009 is applied at this 3000-
meter distance, thus, the term exclusion area boundary has been applied in a similar manner as 
“site boundary” defined in DOE-STD-3009.   
 
In addition, the following pertinent information is provided: 
 

• SNL/NM is a major NNSA facility located on a U.S. military installation.  As such, the 
NNSA is effectively a tenant on Department of Defense owned land. Existing 
agreements, memoranda of understanding (MOU), and emergency plans provide for a 
close and cooperative operating relationship between KAFB, NNSA/SSO, and SNL/NM.  
This decades-long close relationship and planning ensures the prompt notification of 
emergency responders, the effective communication of protective action 
recommendations, and the safety of onsite personnel and members of the workforce. 

 
• The IET observed a drill during their review which demonstrated that SNL and KAFB 

have effective communication and control of the TA-V exclusion area.  Further, SNL is 
working through NNSA with the Air Force to develop and implement more formal and 
rigorous means of informing individuals within the exclusion area at the stables and the 
golf course of emergency procedures and refining the capability to implement protective 
actions, if necessary.  

 
• The communication between the Air Force and NNSA will be strengthened to ensure the 

process KAFB invokes to propose or site new activities within the SNL/NM exclusion 
areas is considered for NNSA safety basis and emergency planning purposes.  
Recommended approaches that may be considered by NNSA to ensure that future 
Department of Defense activities are considered in the safety basis and emergency 
management programs include: 

o Negotiation of a MOU between NNSA and the U.S. Air Force for formal 
notification of any proposed structures or activities within the established 
exclusion areas, or 

o Development and implementation of a process to periodically review and evaluate 
the activities conducted by the Department of Defense within the established 
exclusion areas.  
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SNL Commitments and Actions 
 
1. In accordance with recent direction from SSO, SNL will put in place an action plan to 

resolve the site boundary issue, incorporate the technical basis in TA-V DSAs, and rework 
the hazard and accident analyses when the new boundary is finalized. 

 
2. Aggressively pursue agreements through NNSA with KAFB to establish a more formal and 

rigorous means of informing and protecting personnel that may be at the golf course or riding 
stables in the event of an nuclear emergency.  NNSA/SSO has obtained a verbal agreement 
with the KAFB Commander to relocate the resident personnel supporting the base stables. 
 

3. Put in place compensatory measures and administrative controls that substantially reduce the 
risk to the public and co-located workers while the boundary decision is being finalized. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 
Based upon a survey of the accident scenarios analyzed in the ACRR Documented Safety Analysis 
(DSA), the following prevention/mitigation safety functions have been identified as candidates for 
transition to Safety Class1 status: 
• Reactor Protection System:  This system would detect abnormal reactor transients and scram the 

reactor before damage can occur to the fuel or its cladding (thus, preventing the release of radioactive 
material), and 

• Active Confinement System:  Confinement structure and ventilation system which direct any released 
radioactive material through a filtration system (thus, minimizing the amount of radioactive material 
which is ultimately released to the environment). 

The term transition has been used here because facility structures, systems, and components (SSCs) 
cannot simply be declared to be Safety Class.  In order to declare SSCs to be Safety Class, design criteria 
specified by DOE as requirements for Safety Class SSCs must be addressed.  The DOE design criteria for 
Safety Class SSCs are included in DOE Order 5480.30, “Nuclear Reactor Safety Design Criteria.”  The 
SSCs at ACRR were not originally designed with the intent of being declared as Safety Class.  Therefore, 
the design status of the SSCs necessary to carry out the safety functions noted above were assessed 
against the design criteria applicable to Safety Class in DOE Order 5480.30. 
 
The conclusion of this assessment was that the Reactor Protection System safety function could be 
accomplished by SSCs associated with the ACRR’s Plant Protect System (PPS).  These SSCs could be 
transitioned to Safety Class status.  However, this transition would have to occur over an estimated 18-24 
month time frame, at a potential cost ranging from $2M to $6M.  The variation in the cost estimate is due 
to the potential for major modifications to the control/safety elements, core grid and support structure, 
and/or the control room and Highbay structures.  It should be noted that a firm cost/schedule estimate 
could only be established based on an in-depth analysis and evaluation of the needs for modifications to 
meet Safety Class design requirements of 5480.30. 
 
The transition work essentially amounts to a design basis reconstitution (see DOE Standard 1073-2003) 
of the PPS and its supporting equipment.  Issues include the seismic qualification of the PPS, 
control/safety elements, the reactor core grid structure, and the control room and Highbay building 
structures, quality assurance pedigree for older components, fire protection studies, human factors studies, 
and impacts of failures in co-located non-Safety Class equipment.  It is anticipated that these studies 
would result in the need for some modifications to the PPS and/or its supporting equipment.  Not only 
must these studies and potential modifications be completed, but the resulting documentation must be 
incorporated into an integrated design configuration management and system engineering program to 
ensure the continued maintenance and reliability of these SSCs.  Lastly, this information must be 
appropriately incorporated into the safety basis (DSA and TSR) of the facility to be approved by DOE. 
 
It is vital that this transition work occur prior to “declaring” the SSCs as Safety Class.  Otherwise, the 
ACRR facility would become immediately vulnerable to significant audit findings from the DOE Office 
of Assessment and/or the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board, while the transition work is underway. 
 
Another conclusion of this assessment was that the Active Confinement System safety function (which 
would be accomplished by SSCs associated with the ACRR Highbay (Bldg. 6588, Room 10) and the 
Highbay Ventilation System) could not be transitioned to Safety Class.  One major issue is the seismic 

                                                      
1 Note that the decision on whether any ACRR SSCs must ultimately be declared as Safety Class is outside the scope of this 
paper, and that it is not the intention of this paper to make any recommendations on that matter. 
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qualification of the Highbay itself.  In order to provide active confinement, it is necessary that the 
Highbay survive a design basis earthquake (DBE).  The DSA currently states that the structure would not 
likely survive such an event.  In addition, the Highbay Ventilation System (HBVS) ductwork, filters, and 
fan must also continue operating following a DBE.  Thus, transitioning to Safety Class status would 
involve major redesign and reconstruction of the Highbay and the HBVS. 
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Supporting Information 
 
The following provides the supporting information and rationale for the preceding Summary and 
Conclusions statement. 
 
Survey of ACRR Accident Analyses and Selection of Preventative/Mitigative Safety Functions 
 
The DSA for the ACRR presents accident analyses for selected events from the hazard analysis.  The 
accidents analyzed in the DSA fall into the following categories:  (a) Reactor Accidents, (b) Experiment 
Accidents, (c) Drops and Facility Fire, and (d) External Events/Natural Phenomena.  DOE-STD-3009 
prescribes an Evaluation Guideline of 25 rem at the site boundary.  Preventative or mitigative SSCs 
credited in an accident analysis are to be declared as Safety Class if the accident dose “challenges” the 
Evaluation Guideline. 
 
For the accident categories listed above, specific administrative controls which prescribe limits on the 
material-at-risk allowed in a facility or in an experiment are the most straightforward means2 of achieving 
a low dose at the site boundary for all of the accident categories except for reactor accidents.  Therefore, 
the discussion in this white paper will focus upon the reactor accidents category.  In the reactor accidents 
category, the Table 1 shows the individual accidents within this category which are analyzed in the 
ACRR DSA. 
 

Table 1.  Reactor Accidents (RA) Analyzed in the ACRR DSA. 

Accident Unmitigated Dose* 
at a 3000 m Site Boundary 

RA-1:  Uncontrolled Regulating Rod Withdrawal 2.53 rem 
RA-2:  Regulating Rod Withdrawn Too Fast 5.42 rem 
RA-3:  Pulse or TRW From High Power 2.53 rem 
RA-4:  Greater Than Planned Reactivity Addition 2.53 rem 
RA-5:  Loss of Heat Sink 0.50 rem 
RA-6:  Partial Loss of Pool Water 0.50 rem 
*Note that these dose estimates do not account for interim compensatory measures (e.g., limiting ACRR 
maximum power level) being proposed in a separate white paper. 

 
From the table, it is apparent that the Loss of Heat Sink and Partial Loss of Pool Water present the least 
potential challenge to the Evaluation Guideline.  Therefore, this paper will focus upon Reactor Accidents 
1 through 4 (i.e., RA-1, RA-2, RA-3, and RA-4 of Table 1).  RA-1 and RA-2 deal with reactivity 
additions caused by withdrawal of regulating rods in an uncontrolled manner and at an undesirable rate.  
RA-3 and RA-4 deal with pulse (i.e., instantaneous) reactivity additions from undesirable initial 
conditions or of an excessive magnitude, respectively.   
 
The next step is to determine effective prevention/mitigation strategies for these events.  For Reactor 
Accidents 1 through 4, effective prevention/mitigation strategies include: 
• Reactor Protection System (RPS):  This system would detect abnormal reactor transients and scram 

the reactor before damage can occur to the fuel or its cladding (thus, preventing the release of 
radioactive material),  

                                                      
2 This is not to rule out other potential engineering controls which can be effectively used to prevent or mitigate the 
consequences of accidents which impact experiments or other materials stored/processed at a facility. 
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• Maximum Initial Power/Temperature (MIPT) for a Pulse:  Specific Administrative Controls which 
are included in the TSR to specify the initial power and temperature above which a reactor pulse 
cannot be conducted (thus, preventing a pulse addition which could lead to the release of radioactive 
material), 

• Maximum Allowable Pulse Reactivity (MAPR):  Specific Administrative Controls which are 
included in the TSR to limit the amount of reactivity available for addition by the reactor’s pulse 
addition system or TRW system (thus, preventing a pulse addition or TRW which could lead to the 
release of radioactive material), and 

• Active Confinement System (ACS):  Confinement structure and ventilation system which direct any 
released radioactive material through a filtration system (thus, minimizing the amount of radioactive 
material which is ultimately released to the environment). 

 
The RPS, MIPT, and MAPR are preventative safety functions which protect the primary barrier to 
radioactive material release—the fuel and its cladding.  The ACS is a mitigative safety function, which 
minimizes the amount or radioactive material released from the facility.  Per DOE-STD-3009, 
preventative safety functions are preferred to mitigative safety functions in a hierarchy of controls. 
 
Table 2 shows the effect of these safety functions upon the ACRR DSA reactor accidents. 
 

Table 2.  Impact of Prevention/Mitigation Strategies upon Reactor Accidents. 

Accident Impact of Prevention/Mitigation Strategy 

RA-1:  Uncontrolled Regulating Rod Withdrawal 

• RPS:  As described in DSA, an RPS would monitor 
reactor power level; scram the reactor; prevent fuel 
damage; and preclude the release of radioactive 
material. 

• MIPT:  Not applicable. 
• MAPR:  Not applicable. 
• ACS:  An ACS in this scenario would serve as 

defense-in-depth to the RPS. 
 
RA-2:  Regulating Rod Withdrawn Too Fast 
 

• Same as RA-1 

RA-3:  Pulse or TRW From High Power 

• RPS:  Not Applicable.  In general, an RPS would be 
ineffective for a pulse (i.e., essentially instantaneous) 
reactivity addition event. 

• MIPT:  As described in DSA, an MIPT would 
preclude a pulse or TRW when core conditions exceed 
the MIPT, preventing fuel damage; and preclude the 
release of radioactive material. 

• MAPR:  The MAPR would be used to restrict 
potential pulse or TRW additions to within the values 
analyzed in the DSA accident analysis to preclude fuel 
damage and the release of radioactive material. 

• ACS:  An ACS in this scenario would serve as 
defense-in-depth to the MIPT and MAPR. 

 
RA-4:  Greater Than Planned Reactivity Addition 
 

• Same as RA-3 
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SSCs Needed to Accomplish Preventative/Mitigative Safety Functions 
 
The following discussion describes the SSCs necessary to accomplish the safety functions defined above.  
The descriptions are not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to establish a high level picture of individual 
SSCs associated with each safety function.  The Maximum Initial Power/Temperature for a Pulse (MIPT), 
and the Maximum Allowable Pulse Reactivity (MAPR) safety functions would be accomplished via 
Specific Administrative Controls rather than equipment.  Thus, only the Reactor Protection System and 
Active Confinement System safety functions are discussed in the following. 
 
Reactor Protection System 
 
For the ACRR, the RPS safety function is accomplished via the Plant Protect System (PPS) and some of 
its associated systems and components, which are described in Chapter 7 of the ACRR DSA.  The PPS 
monitors reactor power via a reactor power detector.  If reactor power exceeds a preset limit, the PPS 
actuates a bi-stable trip relay which removes power from the control/safety rod connecting magnets.  
When power is removed from the magnets, the control/safety rods fall, and the neutron poison sections of 
the rods are inserted into the reactor core region.  This terminates the reactor power transient, and places 
the reactor in a shutdown condition.  Provided that trip setpoints are appropriately set, the PPS can 
terminate a reactor transient cause by RA-1 or RA-2 before any fuel or cladding damage occurs.  Thus, 
release of radioactive material is prevented. 
 
Table 3 presents the specific structures, systems, and components which are needed to accomplish the 
RPS safety function.  Figure 1 shows these components and their interactions graphically.  Note that on 
and off-site electrical power is shown in Figure 1, but are not shown as essential to the proper 
performance of the safety function.  If electric power is lost, the loss of power to the magnets will result in 
the reactor being shut down, as the control/safety rods neutron poison regions fall into the core. 
 
Active Confinement System 
 
For the ACRR, an ACS safety function would be accomplished via the Highbay Ventilation System 
(HBVS) and its associated systems and components, which are described in Chapter 6 of the ACRR DSA.  
The HBVS  requires a confinement structure in order to function as an ACS.  The ACRR Highbay (Bldg. 
6588, Room 10) would serve this purpose.  Thus, the unmitigated release of radioactive material would 
prevented.  It should also be noted that the ACRR Cavity Purge System3 would also perform an ACS 
safety function, but its function is focused upon mitigation of release from experiments.  Currently, 
experiment material-at-risk is being utilized to minimize potential accident dose at the site boundary.  If 
the Cavity Purge System itself were to be considered for transition to Safety Class status, the issues and 
considerations would be very similar to those for the HBVS. 
 
Table 4 presents the specific structures, systems, and components which would be needed to accomplish 
the ACS safety function.  Figure 2 shows these components and their interactions graphically.  Off-site 
electrical power shown in Figure 2 would be required, but an emergency power source (e.g., diesel 
generator) would also be required to meet single failure criteria.  This emergency power source is 
depicted on Figure 2, but it is not currently available to the ACRR. 

                                                      
3 The Cavity Purge System is also described in Chapter 6 of the ACRR DSA.  It draws airflow from the ACRR’s 
experiment placement locations (e.g., central cavity, FREC-II cavity, neutron radiography tube), and directs the flow 
through a filter bank (HEPA and charcoal). 
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Table 3.  Structures, Systems, and Components Needed to 
Accomplish a Reactor Protection System Safety Function. 

Structure/System/Component Role in Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Reactor Power Detector 

Neutron flux detector (e.g., a fission chamber or self-powered 
detector) which provides an electric current signal proportional 
to reactor power level to the PPS.  These signals are supplied to 
the Percent Power Channels of the PPS drawers. 
 
The fission chamber detector requires a high voltage power 
supply for operation.  This power supply is integral to the PPS. 

Plant Protect System (PPS) 

The PPS monitors the reactor power signal and compares it to a 
limit which is preset into the PPS electronics.  If the power signal 
exceeds the preset limit, the PPS cause bi-stable relays to open 
and interrupt power to the control/safety rod magnet power 
circuits. 

Console Interconnect Drawer (CID) 
The CID is essentially a patch panel drawer.  It performs no 
active functions.  However, circuit pathways between the PPS 
and the MPS are routed through the drawer. 

Magnet Power Supply (MPS) 

The MPS provides the electrical power necessary to hold the 
control/safety rods in contact with the rod drives during normal 
operation.  The PPS interrupts this power when a trip is initiated.  
When power is interrupted, the control/safety rods are decoupled 
from their rod drives, and are free to fall. 

Control/Safety Rods 

The Control/Safety Rods provide neutron poison material which 
is positioned within the reactor core when the rods fall.  The 
introduction of the neutron poison material into the core 
terminates the reactor power transient and causes the reactor to 
shutdown. 
 
In order for the Control/Safety Rods to reliably fall through the 
core region when magnet power is cut or lost, the upper and 
lower grid plates must be properly aligned and fixed in place. 
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Figure 1.  Sketch of the structures, systems, and components required to accomplish a Reactor Protection 

System safety function. 
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Table 4.  Structures, Systems, and Components Needed to 

Accomplish the Active Confinement System Safety Function. 

Structure/System/Component Role in Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Reactor Room (Highbay) Building Structure 

The role of the Reactor Room (or Highbay) is fundamental to the 
safety function.  The Reactor Room provides passive 
confinement by its enclosure of the area into which a release of 
radioactive material from the reactor pool would flow.  The 
ventilation fan would create an active confinement (see below). 

Ventilation Fan 

The ventilation fan maintains the interior of the Reactor Room at 
a negative pressure with respect to the outside environment.  This 
ensures that any release of radioactive material from the reactor 
pool would be processed through a filter bank prior to its release 
to the environment.  The ventilation system ductwork would be 
included with the fan as components necessary to ensure active 
confinement. 

Filter Bank 

The filter bank reduces the amount of radioactive material which 
is ultimately released to the environment.  HEPA filters would 
remove a large fraction of any particulates.  Charcoal filters 
would remove a large fraction of any halogens or halogen 
compounds. 

Electrical Power 
Electrical power is required to continuously operate the 
ventilation fan prior to and following a release of radioactive 
material. 

Instrumentation 

Various instrumentation is required to ensure that the safety 
function is operable prior to a release, and that it is operating 
properly after a release.  Minimum instrumentation needs would 
be a flow meter for the ventilation system, a differential pressure 
indicator to ensure that the filters are not clogged or bypassed, 
and a differential pressure indicator to ensure that the Reactor 
Room remains at a negative pressure with respect to the 
environment.  This also presumes some measure of post-accident 
monitoring by operation personnel. 
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Figure 2.   Sketch of the structures, systems, and components required to accomplish an Active Confinement System safety function. 
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Safety Class Design Criteria and Configuration Management 
 
DOE Order 5480.30 (Nuclear Reactor Safety Design Criteria) establishes nuclear safety design criteria 
applicable to the design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance requirements of nuclear 
reactor facilities and Safety Class structures, systems, and components (SSCs) within these facilities.  The 
order applies to both new and existing reactor facilities.  A majority of the general design requirements in 
Section 8.c.(1)-(16) of the order apply specifically to Safety Class SSCs.  Table 5 lists these general 
design requirements, and notes their individual applicability to Safety Class SSCs. 
 
Impacts of Transitioning ACRR SSCs to Safety Class Status 
 
In general, the structures, systems, and components needed to accomplish a Reactor Protection System  
(RPS) safety function and an Active Confinement System (ACS) safety function are in place at the 
ACRR.  However, simply declaring these SSCs to be “Safety Class” is not a proper course of action.  As 
noted above, Safety Class SSCs (new and existing) must meet DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements.  
Thus, the proper course of action would be to transition the necessary ACRR SSCs to Safety Class status.  
 
Table 6 provides an assessment of these impact of imposing the 5480.30 requirements on ACRR SSCs.  
Some of the Table 6 details are summarized below. 
  
Reactor Protection System 
 
It is expected that ACRR SSCs necessary to accomplish an RPS function could be successfully 
transitioned to Safety Class status.  The transition effort would consist of a design basis reconstitution for 
the SSCs required to accomplish the RPS function, and (potentially) modifications or upgrades of non-
PPS equipment (e.g, reactor power detectors, console mounting racks, core grid and support structures, 
control/safety elements, etc.). 
 
Design basis reconstitution is discussed in DOE Standard 1073-2003, Appendix D.  The standard 
prescribes a combination of several methods to successfully regenerate, recover, and document the design 
requirements, bases, and engineering information for SSCs at existing facilities.  These methods include:  
(a) reanalysis, (b) gathering and documenting information from experienced operations and engineering 
personnel, (c) repeating the design process to effectively determine required design inputs and outputs, 
and (d) testing equipment to determine its functionality and evaluating the results with respect to design 
requirements. 
 
This design basis reconstitution must be accomplished before declaring the SSCs which would 
accomplish the RPS function to be Safety Class.  Premature declaration would result in significant 
vulnerabilities to audit findings from review/oversight agencies.  In many cases, significant effort 
(analyses, evaluations, regeneration of quality records, and even modifications) would be required.  
However, the recent Plant Protect System upgrade project has provided a good “head start” for the 
monitor-and-trip electronics, as well as the Magnet Power Supply for the control/safety elements. 
 
Minor modifications could include the need to procure new reactor power detector equipment to fully 
establish quality standards compliance, and seismic reinforcement and/or stabilization of the console 
racks which contain the Plant Protect System and Magnet Power Supply drawers.  Major modifications 
could include structural redesign of the reactor core grid plates and support structure, control/safety 
elements, and any modifications needed to the control room itself with respect to seismic qualifications.  
The need for such major modifications would first be determined by analyses and evaluations, and could 
be alleviated by graded approach considerations. 
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Cost and schedule can only be roughly estimated, but can be considered to include four conceptual 
phases:  (1) design basis reconstitution, (2) analyses and evaluations, (3) modifications, and (4) 
authorization basis updates.  The design basis reconstitution would establish a baseline and identify areas 
which must be addressed by analyses and evaluations.  The analyses and evaluations (most likely 
requiring the employment of outside contractors:  e.g., structural engineers, fire protection engineers, etc.) 
would complete the design basis reconstitution and identify necessary modifications.  The modifications 
would obviously provide the necessary SSCs for accomplishing the RPS safety function at a Safety Class 
design requirement level.  Lastly, the DSA (and possibly TSR) would need to be updated to incorporate 
information related to the analyses, evaluations, and modifications which were needed to implement a 
Safety Class RPS safety function. 
 
It is estimated that 18 to 24 months would be required to accomplish these four phases.  This assumes 
some time overlap of the phases, and that the modifications would not be major (e.g, building/room 
construction, core grid or control/element redesign and reconstruction, etc.).  Such major modifications 
could lead to extended reactor outage time, and logistical and work control hurdles for fabrication 
involving radioactive and special nuclear material, as well as extensive readiness reviews.  The need for 
such major modifications would not become clear until the analysis and evaluation phase (6-12 months 
into the process).   
 
Cost estimates range from $200K to $700K to cover contracts for analyses and evaluations.  Major 
modifications in the control room area could add another $250K to $500K to these costs.  Major 
modifications in the Highbay area could add another $500K to $3M to these costs.  An average of two to 
three full-time equivalents from Nuclear Facility Operations personnel would be needed to participate, 
oversee, and coordinate these activities, implying a cost of $1.2M to $1.8M (over a two-year timeframe).  
Thus, the total cost could range from $2M to $6M. 
 
Lastly, one can separate the DOE Order 5480.30 requirements into two general categories: (1) Normal 
Operation/Equipment Reliability, and (2) Abnormal/Accident Type Conditions.  The first category deals 
with SSC performance requirements under normal operating conditions, and when equipment fails or 
breaks down due to expected design life limitations.  The second category deals with the ability of SSCs 
to continue to function properly under abnormal/accident conditions (e.g., earthquakes, fires, extreme 
environmental conditions due to accidents, etc.).  Table 7 provides an assessment of the ACRR Plant 
Protect System (PPS) and supporting components from this perspective, indicating the major impact of 
seismic and fire protection concerns.  Table 8 provides a summary of controls currently in place for the 
ACRR PPS. 
 
Active Confinement System 
 
On the other hand, because of significant issues associated with the seismic qualification of the Reactor 
Room/Highbay structure, the transition to a Safety Class Active Confinement System would not be 
possible without significant modifications.  The impact of seismic events on facility SSCs has typically 
been only qualitatively addressed in the ACRR Documented Safety Analysis (DSA), because of the low 
fission product inventory available to contribute to off-site radiological dose.  The DSA currently states 
that the Reactor Room/Highbay would not be expected to withstand an earthquake associated with the 
current Performance Category 2 requirements.  Transition of the ACS to Safety Class status would elevate 
the Reactor Room/Highbay to Performance Category 3 (PC-3).4  Thus, transition to Safety Class status 
would likely require major modifications to the Reactor Room/Highbay structure. 
 

                                                      
4 See DOE Standards 1020 for a full discussion of Performance Categories and their associated requirements. 
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In addition to the building structure, it would also be necessary for the ventilation system fan, filter bank, 
and ductwork to survive a PC-3 earthquake.  The ventilation system was not designed and constructed to 
this level of performance assurance.  Reanalysis, evaluation, and modification of the ventilation system 
would likely be as costly as redesign and reconstruction of the system to PC-3 standards. 
 
For the ACS function, a seismic event can be both an initiator of a release (e.g., from the fuel or from 
materials stored at the facility) and the initiator of a failure of the building structure or ventilation system.  
Such a seismic event could result in the unmitigated release of material from the ACRR facility.  Thus, 
the integrity of the building structure and the ability of the ventilation system to function during and 
following a seismic event are crucial to the ACS function. 
 
A realistic estimate of the cost and schedule for such major structural modifications is beyond the scope 
of this white paper.  It is sufficient to consider that the effort would be cost-prohibitive, and that 
significant facility shutdown time would be required to accomplish the modifications.  If some 
consideration were to drive the need for a Safety Class ACS function, then it would be more cost effective 
to limit facility material-at-risk5 and reactor power history to an extent consistent with successful 
completion of the facility’s mission.  The existing Reactor Room/Highbay and Highbay Ventilation 
System are better treated as defense-in-depth mitigative measures, with emphasis upon release prevention 
via the Plant Protect System and facility Technical Safety Requirements. 
 

                                                      
5 Limitations on material-at-risk for experiments and facility inventories should take into account the intermittent 
nature of experiment campaigns involving significant amounts of fissile material.  A small number of potential 
experiments in a given timeframe and limited timeframes for temporarily storing such experiments (i.e., the limited 
time during which such material is “at risk”) would reduce the overall risk associated with a release from such 
experiments. 
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Table 5.  Applicability of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements  for Safety Class SSCs. 

DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirement Requirement and Applicability 
Single Failure Applicable:  Safety Class SSCs must be able to perform 

their safety function assuming a single failure. 
Quality Standards Applicable:  Quality standards are imposed to ensure 

operability and reliability for Safety Class SSCs. 
Design Basis for Protection Against Natural 
Phenomena 

Applicable:  Safety Class SSCs must be able to perform 
their safety function(s) under certain natural phenomena 
design basis conditions. 

Fire Protection Applicable:  Safety Class SSCs must be designed and 
located to minimize the probability and effect of fires and 
explosions. 

Environmental Effects Applicable:   Safety Class SSCs must be designed to 
operate properly within its expected environmental 
conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, humidity, radiation 
field, etc.) during normal and accident conditions. 

Sharing of SSCs Applicable:  Safety Class SSCs must not be shared by 
nuclear facilities.  Exceptions can be made when certain 
criteria are met. 

Siting Not Applicable:  Deals with overall plant siting vs. design 
of specific Safety Class SSCs.  Siting is a foregone 
conclusion for an existing facility. 

Containment and Confinement Barriers Not Applicable:  The policy of requiring containment or 
confinement applies to a facility as a whole, not to 
individual SSCs at a facility. 

Human Factors Engineering Applicable:  Human Factors Engineering shall be 
considered in the design of nuclear reactor systems that 
have a human interface for operating and maintenance. 

Dynamic Effects Design Basis Applicable:  Safety Class SSCs must be designed such that 
they are protected against dynamic effects (e.g., pipe whip, 
high-energy fluid discharge) which may result from 
equipment failures and events and conditions outside the 
facility. 

Safeguards and Security Applicable:  To the extent practical, Safety Class SSCs 
must be designed to impede radiological material sabotage 
and facilitate damage control and consequence mitigation. 

Effluent and Emissions Control Not Applicable:  Deals with overall facility design vs. 
design of specific Safety Class SSCs. 

Reactor Decontamination and 
Decommissioning 

Not Applicable:  Deals with overall facility design vs. 
design of specific Safety Class SSCs. 

Waste Management Not Applicable:  Deals with overall facility design vs. 
design of specific Safety Class SSCs. 

Support Systems Applicable:  Any support systems needed for a Safety 
Class to perform its safety function must also be 
considered as Safety Class. 

Non-Safety Class SSCs Applicable:  Failure of SSCs  which are not Safety Class 
must not prevent Safety Class SSCs from performing their 
safety function. 
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Table 6.  Impacts of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements for a Transition of ACRR SSCs to a Safety Class Status. 

DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Active Confinement System Safety Function 

Single Failure 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• The Plant Protect System (PPS) and Magnet Power 

Supply (MPS) have been designed and constructed 
in accordance with applicable criteria in 
ANSI/ANS-15.15-1978, DOE Order 5480.30, IEEE 
Std. 603-1998, and IEEE 379-2000, as documented 
in Appendix 7A of Ch. 7 in the ACRR DSA. 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• Significant design and modification work would be 

required to ensure that the overall system is single 
failure proof. 

• The Highbay Ventilation System (HBVS) was not 
built to single failure criteria.  It is a single train 
system utilizing one fan vs. two redundant fans.  
An independent fan train (with independent filters 
and supporting ductwork) would have to be 
designed and installed. 

• In addition, all other system components (e.g., 
dampers, damper position actuators, control and 
monitoring instrumentation, etc.) would have to be 
evaluated in a single failure analysis.  
Modifications and new equipment would ultimately 
be required. 

• The HBVS does not have an emergency power 
source (e.g., diesel generator) to maintain an active 
confinement function in the event that electrical 
power is lost. 

Quality Standards 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• The PPS and MPS have been designed, constructed, 

and managed in accordance with 10 CFR 830 
Subpart A QA criteria, as implemented via the TA-
V QA Program (in particular through the TA-V 
Work Control process). 

• Other SSCs participating in accomplishing the 
safety function are much older than the PPS (e.g., 
control/safety rods, reactor core grid plates, neutron 
flux detectors).  As such, adequate and auditable 
supporting documentation for QA would require 
effort to reconstruct. 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• As an ACRR system, maintenance, testing, and 

modification of the HBVS is controlled in 
accordance with 10 CFR 830 Subpart A QA 
criteria, as implemented via the TA-V QA Program 
(in particular through the ACRR Work Control 
process). 

• The HBVS and its supporting components have 
been in operation for decades at the ACRR.  As 
such, adequate and auditable supporting 
documentation for QA would require significant 
effort to reconstruct. 

• Development of supporting design/evaluation 
analyses would require significant effort to 
reconstruct. 
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Table 6.  Impacts of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements for a Transition of ACRR SSCs to a Safety Class Status. 

DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Active Confinement System Safety Function 

Natural Phenomena 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• As Safety Class equipment, SSCs would be 

expected to meet Performance Category 3 criteria 
for protection against impacts of natural 
phenomena. 

• Performance Category 3 equipment requires a site-
specific analysis of natural phenomena impacts 
(e.g., earthquake magnitude, maximum wind 
speeds, maximum precipitation, etc.) and 
probabilities beyond simple reference to building 
code assessments. 

• Analyses and evaluations (in accordance with DOE 
Standard 1020-2002) would be required to 
demonstrate that the PPS and its supporting 
equipment, as well as the control/safety rods and 
the core grid and support structure, would be able 
to accomplish their safety function during a design 
basis earthquake (DBE). 

• Modifications to the control console cabinets which 
house the PPS drawers would most likely be 
required to ensure their stability during a DBE.  
Modifications to the control/safety elements and the 
core grid and supports structures may also be 
required. 

• Not only must the PPS and its supporting 
equipment be analyzed (and potentially modified), 
but the nearby control room console equipment and 
the control room building structure itself must be 
addressed.  The failure of any of these structures 
during a DBE, must not interfere with the PPS in 
performing its safety function.  Likewise, the 
failure of Highbay equipment and the Highbay 
building structure itself must not interfere with the 
control/safety elements. 

 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• As Safety Class equipment, SSCs would be 

expected to meet Performance Category 3 criteria 
for protection against impacts of natural 
phenomena. 

• Performance Category 3 equipment requires a site-
specific analysis of natural phenomena impacts 
(e.g., earthquake magnitude, maximum wind 
speeds, maximum precipitation, etc.) and 
probabilities beyond simple reference to building 
code assessments. 

• Analyses and evaluations (in accordance with DOE 
Standard 1020-2002) would be required to 
demonstrate that the HBVS and its supporting 
equipment would be able to accomplish their safety 
function during a design basis earthquake (DBE). 

• The ACRR DSA states that the Reactor 
Room/Highbay is not expected to withstand either a 
design basis earthquake or design basis wind 
speeds.   

• Modifications necessary to enable the Reactor 
Room/Highbay to withstand design basis natural 
phenomena conditions could lead to redesign and 
reconstruction of the entire structure. 

• Not only must the Reactor Room/Highbay be 
analyzed (and potentially undergo major 
modifications), but the ventilation fans, filters, and 
ductwork must also be addressed.  Significant 
redesign and modifications (e.g., new equipment, 
seismic supports, etc.) would be required to ensure 
that these components can perform their functions 
during a DBE. 
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Table 6.  Impacts of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements for a Transition of ACRR SSCs to a Safety Class Status. 

DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Active Confinement System Safety Function 

Fire Protection 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• The PPS and MPS are housed in metal enclosures 

and separate cabinets.  Both PPS drawers are, 
however, located side-by-side, and the MPS is 
nearby in the same control room console.  Cabling 
for each PPS drawer is run in separate conduits 
between the drawer and the reactor. 

• As Safety Class equipment, physical separation of 
the PPS drawers would likely be required such that 
a fire would not result in a common cause failure of 
the PPS as a whole.  This could require the design 
and construction of fire barriers between the PPS 
drawers, and perhaps require relocation of the 
drawers and cable conduits to provide greater 
physical separation. 

• This is somewhat mitigated by the expectation that 
the ultimate impact of a fire on the PPS would be 
that magnet power to the control/safety rods would 
be interrupted (thus placing the reactor in a safe 
shutdown state).  

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• The ACRR DSA (Ch. 6) states that the HBVS was 

not designed to ASME N509, “High Efficiency Air 
Treatment Systems For Nuclear Power Plants,” 
which includes requirements for fire protection.  No 
other consensus standard which would address fire 
protection criteria is referenced in the DSA for the 
HBVS. 

• ASME N509 is referenced in DOE Guide 420.1-1 
as relevant to Safety Class ventilation systems, and 
considerable redesign and modification of the 
HBVS would be needed to ensure the prevention 
and detection of fires affecting the HBVS. 

• The fire detection and fire fighting capabilities in 
Bldg. 6588 would require evaluation (and possible 
modification) to ensure the capability to minimize 
the impact of a fire on the HBVS and its supporting 
equipment. 

Environmental Effects 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• Environmental effects (e.g., elevated room 

temperatures, humidity, radiation levels) from 
ACRR operation and/or accident scenarios are not 
expected to be significant. 

• Documentation to demonstrate the expectation of 
insignificant environmental effects would be 
required. 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• Environmental effects (e.g., elevated room 

temperatures, humidity, radiation levels) from 
ACRR operation and/or accident scenarios are not 
expected to be significant. 

• Documentation to demonstrate the expectation of 
insignificant environmental effects would be 
required. 
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Table 6.  Impacts of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements for a Transition of ACRR SSCs to a Safety Class Status. 

DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Active Confinement System Safety Function 

Sharing of SSCs 

NO IMPACT 
• Other than electrical power, the RPS safety 

function does not share any SSCs with other 
nuclear facilities within TA-V. 

• Electrical power is not essential to the function of 
the RPS (i.e., loss of electrical power would place 
the reactor in a safe configuration). 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• The ACS would share electrical power with other 

nuclear facilities within TA-V. 
• Electrical power would be essential to the function 

of the RPS. 
• A seismically-qualified emergency power supply 

(e.g., diesel generator) would be required to 
mitigate a loss of electrical power event. 

Human Factors Engineering 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• Human Factors was a consideration in the design 

and construction of the new Plant Protect System, 
as evidenced by the design layout of the drawer and 
its operator interface panel (which allow for easy 
testing and calibration). 

• No formal human factors engineering study has 
been performed on the PPS, MPS, or other SSCs 
participating in accomplishing the safety function 
(e.g., control/safety rods, reactor core grid plates, 
neutron flux detectors). 

• Documentation of human factors acceptability 
would be desirable. 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• No formal human factors engineering study has 

been performed on the HBVS, or other SSCs which 
would participate in accomplishing this safety 
function (e.g., instrumentation, operating panels, 
etc.). 

• Documentation of human factors acceptability 
would be desirable. 

Dynamic Effects Design Basis 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• There are no pipes carrying high energy fluids at 

the ACRR which could result in pipe whip impacts 
on the PPS or its supporting equipment in the event 
of a pipe rupture. 

• Documentation of this evaluation would be 
desirable. 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• There are no pipes carrying high energy fluids at 

the ACRR which could result in pipe whip impacts 
on the HBVS or its supporting equipment in the 
event of a pipe rupture. 

• Documentation of this evaluation would be 
desirable. 
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Table 6.  Impacts of DOE Order 5480.30 Design Requirements for a Transition of ACRR SSCs to a Safety Class Status. 

DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Reactor Protection System Safety Function 

Impacts of Declaring a Safety Class 
Active Confinement System Safety Function 

Safeguards and Security 

MINIMAL IMPACT 
• All SSCs are located within the TA-V security 

fence. 
• PPS and supporting equipment maintenance and 

calibration is performed by ACRR operations staff 
members vs. outside contract personnel. 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• All SSCs are located within the TA-V security 

fence. 
• HBVS and supporting equipment maintenance and 

calibration are performed by outside contract 
personnel. 

• An evaluation of this criteria will be required.  
Additional ACRR operations staff members 
oversight of maintenance and calibration work 
performed by outside contractors may be required. 

Support Systems 

MODERATE IMPACT 
• As noted in the Quality Standards entry above, 

other SSCs participating in accomplishing the 
safety function are much older than the PPS (e.g., 
control/safety rods, reactor core grid plates, neutron 
flux detectors).  As such, adequate and auditable 
supporting documentation for QA may require 
effort to reconstruct. Modifications, new designs, 
and new equipment may be required. 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• As noted under the single failure criteria entry, 

SSCs supporting the operation of the HBVS (e.g., 
dampers, damper position actuators, control and 
monitoring instrumentation, electrical power, etc.) 
would not be capable of a seamless transition to 
Safety Class status.  Modifications and new 
equipment would be required. 

Non-Safety Class SSCs 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• Seismic qualification issues will have to be 

addressed for the impact that failure of other 
control room console equipment and the control 
room building structure itself would have on the 
PPS, MPS, instrumentation wiring, etc. 

• Seismic qualification issues will have to be 
addressed for the impact that failure of Highbay 
equipment and the Highbay building structure itself 
would have on the control/safety rods. 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
• Seismic qualification issues will have to be 

addressed not only for Highbay, but for any 
structure in or upon which the HBVS equipment is 
located. 

• In addition, even if the HBVS exhaust stack were 
not credited as part of the Safety Class group of 
SSCs, its seismic qualification would have to be 
addressed since it could damage the HBVS if it 
were to fall during a seismic event. 
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Table 7.  Status of ACRR Plant Protect System Related SSCs with Respect to DOE Order 5480.30 Safety Class Design Requirements. 

Status DOE Order 5480.30 
Design Requirement SAT* UNSAT** Comments 

Normal Operation/Equipment Reliability  

Single Failure X  System was designed for redundancy, diversity, and channel independence. 

Quality Standards X  Design control, configuration control, maintenance control, operational control, QA 
records, etc., are adequate. 

Environmental Effects X  System design is considered adequate for normal environment. 

Sharing of SSCs X  SSCs are not shared with other nuclear facilities.  Electric power is not critical to 
safety function performance. 

Human Factors Engineering X  System design is considered adequate from Human Factors standpoint. 

Safeguards and Security X  Equipment within TA-V security fence.  Maintenance/Calibration controlled and 
performed by ACRR staff. 

Support Systems X  Design and performance of support systems are considered adequate. 

Abnormal/Accident Type Conditions  

Natural Phenomena  X Key components (console racks, core grid and support structure, control/safety 
elements) are not seismically qualified. 

Fire Protection  X Degree of physical separation and fire barrier provision not to Safety Class level. 

Environmental Effects X  Extreme environmental conditions not credible at ACRR. 

Dynamic Effects Design Basis X  No high-energy fluid systems at ACRR. 

Safeguards and Security X  Equipment within TA-V security fence.  Maintenance/Calibration controlled and 
performed by ACRR staff. 

Non-Safety Class SSCs  X Other control room consoles and equipment, and control room building structure are 
not seismically qualified. 

* SAT = Requirement is essentially met.  Effort would be required to reconstitute the design basis information in some cases.  Documented evaluation of 
satisfactory fulfillment of requirements would be necessary in some cases. 

** UNSAT = Requirement is not met.  Analyses and evaluations would be needed to determine extent of modifications required. 
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Table 8. 

CONTROLS CURRENTLY IN PLACE FOR 
THE ACRR PLANT PROTECT SYSTEM 

 
 
TECHNICAL SAFETY REQUIREMENTS (TSR) 
• Limiting Control Settings 

o TSR prescribes maximum allowable scram setpoints 
• Limiting Conditions for Operation 

o TSR prescribes minimum required channel operability conditions 
• Surveillance Requirements 

o TSR prescribes daily and/or startup channel checks 
o TSR prescribes annual calibrations 

 
CONFIGURATION CONTROL 
• Modification Development 

o Modifications documented through formal Facility Modification Request process 
• Modification Review 

o Sandia Independent Review and Appraisal System (SIRAS) reviews PPS modifications 
o Unreviewed Safety Question process used to assess need for DOE review and approval 

• Modification Implementation 
o Modifications implemented through formal Facility Work Request process 

 
WORK CONTROL 
• Maintenance/Calibration 

o Performed using written procedure with checklist 
o Performed by two certified Reactor Operators/Supervisors 
o Calibration records maintained 
o Maintenance (preventive and corrective) activities recorded in Material History Log 

• Operation (Daily/Startup Operational Checkouts) 
o Performed using written procedure with checklist 
o Performed by certified Reactor Operator 
o Supervised/Reviewed by certified Reactor Supervisor 
o Operation records maintained 
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Executive Summar)'

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safely Board (DNFSB) visited the Sandia Site Office (SSO) and
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in early August 2004 to revicw operational activities at the
Au:<iliary Hot Cell Facility (AHCF) located within Technical Area Five (TA-V). The DNFSB
review consisted of documentation re,-iews, interviews" ith TA·V stafT, and a facility walkdown.

The DNFSB issued a report on September 27,2004, documenting this visit to the Administrator.
National Nuclear Security AdminiSll1ltion (NA-l), The Ieuer focused on inadequacies in safety basis
at Sandia National Laboratories. Ne\\' Mexico (SNUNM); the anached stafT issue report eentered on
perceived deficiencies in the safcty basis for the Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility.

As part of the SSO self-ass.cssment process. a detailed self-assessment ofTA-V safety basis
activities was scheduled for FY05. This planned self-assessment was rescheduled much earlier and
the Independent Evaluation Team (lEn was fonned to assist SSO with this task. SSO performed a

preliminary self-assessment to identify opponunitics for improvement, and areas for the lET to focus
their aUention. This self-assessment process also was used to address the DNFSB's comments
received in their letter. The ssa corrective action plan (CAP) was developed as pari of the SSO
self·assessment process. and to address specific issues. II includes the corrective actions SSO will
take to improve safety basis documents and processes,

Upon receipt of the DNFSB leller. the Sandia Site Office (SSO) developed an overarchmg plan to

address the threc requcsts from the lener, Details of the plan are discussed in the "Introduction"
section. In addition to answering the DNFSB requests. this plan includes SSO actions in response to
an NNSA HQ independent evaluation ofSSO and SNL safety basis practices. The Independent
Evaluation Team's (lET) concerns were similar to those of the DNFSB. The lET particularly fell
that selection of a 3.000 m site boundary was not appropriate for SNL nuclear facilities. The lET

issued its final report dated on January 12,2005.

Sandia Site Office (SSO) and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) evaluations of DNFSBIlET
issues/observations concluded that the approved safety bases adequately identify hazards and
controls, and the facilities are operated safely. However. safety basis documentation does not

always e:<plicitly demonstrate this adequacy. Also. opportunities exist for significant improvements
in the development. review and approval of safety bases documents.

While the DNFSB stafT report comments focused on the AHCF, corrective actions were developed

to address similar issues at other SNL nuclear facilities when crosscutting issues were identified.
Specific SNL actions focus on further developing procedures to adequatcly respond to SSO concerns

regarding the development of safety basis documentation, and evaluating. in conjunction with SSO.
conditions where safety·sigmficant equipment may be upgrade<! to safcty class designation. In
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addition, SSO has slartcd rcvising ilS safcty basis reviC1." and approval process. SSO actions will

result ill a more formal illstitutional process.

Conclusioo

Reccnt reviews cooducted by the DNFSB, SSO, alld the lET indicated a lIumber of concerns related

to safety basis review and approval. SSO acknowledges the identified weaknesses regarding safety

basis review and approval processes and is commiued to making significam improvemeolS (e.g.

completely revising the SSO procedure to irtelude development ofa Safety Analysis and Risk

Assessment Handbook (SARAH) documem. minority opinions, quick screenings ofSNL subminals.

30%-600/....90% reviews. ctc.). These improvemem actions are captured in this plan.

sso Position

As part of the review for the Annular Core Researeh Reactor (ACRR) OSA, SSO has defined a

1,350 m site boundary, while exploring options to identify the long-term solution for ACRR as well

as the other SNL nuclear facilities. SSO also has binned the issues idemified by the DNFSB lcner

and the lET and has performed a causal analysis in order to develop a robust corrective action plan.

SSO has determined to allow opemtions to continue at the Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF), the

Manzano Nuclear Facility (MNF) and On-Site Transportation (OSn based on the resullS of the SSO

safety basis screening" lET review, and the low magnitude of hazards as>rtCiatcd with the

operations. This does not conclude that the safety basis doeumenlS are of the desired quality. The
GIF DSA, after addressing inventory controls is adequate as confirmed by SSO and the lET. The

MNF DSA must be revised to address specific issues related 10 MNF dependence on inventory

controls. SSO received a draft of the OST DSA. but this document was considered lacking, and was

returned 10 SNL for significant revisions to the seope and hazard analysis. The SSO interim position

guidance for OS1 will be superceded upon approval of the revised OST OSA.

ACRR and the Sandia Pulse Reactor (SPR) currently are not operating, and will not operate until

SSO completes review and approval of their respective DSA Annual Updates. SSO reviews for

ACRR and SPR OSA Annual Updates are nearing completion, and the SSO Safety Basis Review

Teams (SBRTs) will assure that the DSA's irtCorporate corrective actions and lessons learned from

DNFSB and lET reviews. The Safcty Evaluation Reports (SER) for SPR and ACRR will document

this effort. S50 and SNL are commincd to a complete revision of the AHCF OSA. SNL also plans

changes 10 the hot cell design to mitigate spreading contamination. The physical design changes and

completely revised DSA are expected to be compkte in CY 2005. Operations for SPR/CX have

been postponed indefiniTely. SSO will reevaluate the SPR/CX OSA prior to any restart activiTies.
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1. Introduction
The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) slllfTvisited the Sandia Site Office and

Sandia National Laboratories in early August 2004 to review operational activities at the Auxiliary
Hot Cell Facility(AHCF) located within Technical Area Five (TA-V). The DNFSB review
consisted of documentation reviews. diseussions with TA-V stafT, and a facility walkdown. The
DNFSB issued a report on September 27, 2004, documenting this visit to the Administrator,
National Nuclear Security Admmistration (NA-l). The letter focused on inadequacies in safety basis

at Sandia National Laboratories. Ncv.' Mexico (SNUNM): the atlached stafT issue report centered on
perceived deficiencies in the safety basIS for the Auxiliary Hot Cell Facility.

As part of the SSO self-assessment process, a detailed self-assessment ofTA-V safety basis
activities was scheduled for FY05. This planned sclf-assessmem was rescheduled much earlier lll1d
the Independent Evaluation Team (lET) was formed to assist SSO with this task. SSO performed a

preliminary self-assessment to identify opportunities for improvement. and areas for the lET to focus
their anention. This self-assessmem process also was used to address the DNFSB's comments
received in their leller. The SSO corrective action plan (CAP) was developed as part of the SSO
self-assessment process, and to address specific issues. It includes the corrective actions SSO will

take to improve safety basis documents and processes.

The trip report issued by the DNFSB stafT contained sevcrnl issues. The Sandia Site Office (S50)
transmined the DNFSB report to Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and requested SNL to review

tile letter and report, and develop a corrective action plan (CAP) to address the issues in the report.
Causal factors and recommended actions developed by SNL ",ill be provided separately from this

plan.

1.1 Sandia 1IOuclear Jlacilities
Tech Area V consists of four nuclear facilities collocated within a Protected Area fence line in the
$outhe-4!it comer of Kirtland Air Foree Basc in Albuquerque. NM. The Annular Core Research
Reactor (ACRR). the Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR), and SPR Critical Experiments (SPR/CX) are all
category 2 nuclear facilities. The Gamma Irradiation Facility (GIF) and the Auxiliary HOI Cell
Facility (AHCF) an: category 3 nuclear facilities. All four nuclear facilities arc used to suppon OOE

and Department ofDcfense missions.

Other nuclear operations on the Sandia Site include the Manzano Nuclear Facility (MNF). a category
3 nuclear facility consisting of several bunkers in the Manzano Hills near TA-V used to ston: nuclear
materials, and the "On_Site" transportation of nuclear materials.

Pogo' d 28
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1.2 SSO Responses to Sp«ifie Requrtts in the September 27. 2004. DNFSB Lener

Fi"l RWlurtted AClion From the DNFS8 Lelter-

"The adequacy ofsafety basesfor each cUTTeml)' opera/ing nuclear facility Ilt SNL-NM.

The Sandia Sill' Office's Action Plan identified a process to conduct a local review, or screening, of
the Doo::umented Safety Analyses (DSA) for all operuting nuclear facilities in order 10 detennine
their adequacy. Thc screening activity was based on a set of crileria tllat was formally approved by
SSO managcmenl on October 28, 2004 (Memo from S Goodrum to M Hamilton, "Approval of
Doo::umented Safety Analysis Screening Criteria"). The .-csults of lhe SSO screening activity
indicated lhat the GIF and MNF DSAs were adequate. and the lET supported this conclusion, This

does not conclude that the safety basis documents are of the deSIred quality. The GIF DSA. after
addressing inventory controls is adequate as confumed by SSO and lhe lET. The MNF DSA must
be revised 10 address specific issues related to MNF dependence on inventory controls. SSO
received a draft oflhe OST DSA. bUlthis document was considered lacking, and was returned to
SNL for significant revisions to the scope and hazard analysis. The interim position guidance will
be superceded upon approval of the revised OST DSA.

The Screen activity did idenlify a gap in lhe Collditional DSA for Onsite Transportation (OST),

concerning onsite trunsportalion of Hazard Catcgory 2 alld 3 nuclear materials. This gap was
corrected by the lrunsminal of an inlerim position to SNL (Sec memo from S. Goodrum. SSO to C.
Schneeberger, SNL, daled November 4, 2(04) regarding non-routine transfers. SSO received a draft
of the OST DSA, butlhis documenl was considered lacking, and was returned 10 SNL for significant
revisions to lhe scope and hazard analysis, The SSO interim position guidance for OST will be

superceded upon approval oflhe revised OST DSA.

To gain additional insight inlo the stalus ofthe DSAs, SSO pbnned to bring in an independenl
review. SSO management fonnally requested that an Independenl Evalualion Team (lET) be created
to provide an impartial revicv.· oflhe condition of the safety bases at SNUNM. This request was
captured in fonnal correspondence to NNSAfHQ on October 15, 2004 (Memo from P Wagner to J.
Paul, "Requesl for Technical Assistance"). Subsequently, a team of highly qualified individuals was

fonned and they conducted an on-site review December 7 lhrough 10,2004, The team generated the
Criteria. Revicv. and Approach documents by which 10 collductlhe evalualion and issued its final
report on January 12, 2005. The lET consisted ofa Team Leader from NNSA HQ. six Authorization

Basis experts from multiple sources, an advisor from OOE-EH. and a technical writer,

The results oflhe lET are documenled in its report. Most rootably, the report states, "The leam nO/I'd

no unsafe opera/ions dur;ng the cour.<e o/the rel·jew. " Addilionally, lhe report states thatlhe GIF
and MNF operations "do not appear 10 pose an umlue risk to the public and worAef'S;" oowever. lhe

Pogo 2 01 Z!I
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report further judged that that DSAs do not sufficiently validme this. Also, the lET identified the

following key findings:
a. The DSAs for the ACRR and the AHCF must be redone.
b. Bener fonnal processes for authorization basis work must be established by

SSO/SNL

c. NNSA HQ must resolve the technical ambiguities of Table A-I of STD 1027-92.
Altachmcnt 1.

d, The current approach for controlling the exclusion area for TA-V is unacceptable.
SSO must cither establish control of the exclusion aTCa or request an exemption
from NNSA.

e. The tcam eonfinned thc systemic weaknesses regarding authorization basis work
noted in the DNFSB letter of September 27,2004.

f. SNL's plan to establish a "Corporate Safety Basis Team," if properly

implemented, should result in significant improvement in safety basis "'ork.

SSO Position - ACRR and SPR currently are not opcruting. and will not operate until ssa
completes review and approval of their respective DSA Annual Updatcs. SSO currently is
TCviewlllg the DSA Annual Updates for ACRR and SPR, and the ssa SBRTs w,lI address the
DNFSB and lET issucs. The S3fety Evaluation Reports (SER) for SPRF and ACRR will document
this resolution. SSO and SNL are commilled to a complete TC\ision of the AHCF DSA. SNL also

plans changes involving hot cell design to mitigate spreading contamination. The physical design
changes and completely revised DSA are expccted to bc complete in CY 2005. Operations for
SPRlCX have been postponed indefinitely. SSO ,,~II TCCvaluate the SPRlCX DSA prior to any
restart activities.

- Second Requested Action From the ONFS6 Letter-

"Ac/ions to be taken (0 ensure mOre e!Jecti,.c closure ofcommen/sfrom future sQfery bQSis re,-ie'"
(coms. .•

The SSO Action Plan identified the perfonnance of a preliminary self.assessment of the Site Office

processes for review and approval of DSAs, The goal of this activity was to identify opportunities
for improvement. and areas for the lET to focus its attention.

The preliminary self-assessment notcd four general areas for improvement. SSO then developed a
preliminary col1"tttive action plan to address these areas. This plan was reviewed by the lET "'00
identified weaknesses such as: no causal analysis was perfonned. the self assessment upon "hich it

was based was limited in scope. and it did not address actions to deal" ith the ISSUes pointed out in
the DNFSB Staff Issue Report that was part of the September 27, 2004 letter. These preliminary
corrective actions were reviewed as part of the causal analysis in developing the overall ssa

Py 3 0128
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corrective action plan contained in Section 8, and integrated ae<:ortlingly. The process revisions" ill
address behavioral issues within SSO to ensure procedures are followed, and technical decisions

(e.g. DSA comment resolution) are properly documented and agreed to by SBRTs and SSO

Management. SSO recognizes the need for culrural and behavioral shifts within the safety basis

revicw and approval process. and addressing these identified weaknesses is a primary consideration

in the upcommg selection of two crifical positions. the Senior Technical Sofety Advisor. and the

Assistant Managerfor Nuclear Facilitie,~ and Safety Ba.,i.•.

ssa Position - The SSO Safely Basis Process needs improvement. including documenting eITective

closure ofcomments. Several planned changes to tile safety basis review and approval process

include: detailed documentation of comments, and the acceptability and technical rationale for their

closure; developing a "quick screen" procedure to detennine if SNL subminals meet SSO minimum

quality and content expectations prior to in depth document reviews: fonnal phased "in-process"

reviews (i,e. 30, 60. 90% reviews) to build in quality during development, vice into the final

product; and increasing ssa management oversight of the review and approval process to ensure

cons,stellCy in document quality and ssa staITperformance.

-Third Requested Action From DNFSB Letter-

~Acrjonsto be tilken to ensure thilt ildequilte drilft silfet)' bilses ilre submitred by the SNL.NM
contrilctor in thefawre. ~

SSO continues to be a demanding customer with SNL. ssa has a Perfonnance Evaluation Plan in

place with SNL which is used to grade SNL's perfonnanee and thus impacts the earned fee and

contract tenn. Safety Basis, both nuclear and non-nuclear is a component of the overall annual grade

for SNL's perfonnance. ssa has communicated to SNL the unsatisfactory status oflheir safety

basis program via the FY03 and FY04 Perfonnancc Evaluation Reports. Over the past year, SNL

has made improvements (e.g. new safety organization. resouree commitments, heightened senior

managemellt involvement, etc.), and ssa continues to enforce expectations for SNL to continue

making improvements.

The ssa corrective action plan indicates the need to provide betler guidance and elarily of

eXpe<:lations, and enforcement me<:hanisms 10 SNL As paM of the lltlljor revision 10 the ssa safety

basis review and approval procedure, SSO is commined to the development ofa Safety Analysis and

Risk Assessment Handbook (SARAH) document, minority opinions, 300/0--60"/...90"10 reviews, etc.

based on benchmarking their eITective use at other DOE Sites. Additionally, ssa will continue to

formally communicate expectations "hen necessary. For example, "hen the letter of September 27,

2004 was received, the ssa Site Manager fonnally communicated the need for SNL management

actien and attention.
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ssa Position - SNL has a demonstraled hislOry of less than aeceplable perfonnance in lhe area of
Safety Basis. ssa will conlinue to hold SNl accountable with the FY05 Perfonnance Evalualion

Plan and will enhance the communication of expectalions regarding the quality of safety basis
documentation. Also, ssa is committed 10 rejtx:ting inadequate products versus perfonning SNL
work to revise safely basis documents to mtx:t minimum acceptable levels.

Conclusion
Recent reviews conducled by the DNFSB, ssa, and the lET indicated a number ofconcerns related

to safcty basis review and approval. ssa acknowledges lhe idcntified weaknesses regarding safely
basis review and approval processes and is oommined to making significant improvements. ssa
also has binned the issues identified by the DNFSB lener and the lET and has perfonned a causal
analysis in order to develop a robust corrective aclion plan. These improvement aetions are captured
in this plan

ssa Position
ssa has established a 1.350 m site boundary for TA-V nuclear facilities. ssa and SNl will
continue exploring options to idenlify lhe long-tcnn solution for all SN L nuclear faeil ilies.

ssa has dctcnnined to allow operations 10 contimle at the GIF. MNF and OST based on the results
of the ssa safety basis screenings, lET review. and lhe 10" magnitude ofhaxards associated" ilh
the operalions.

ACRR and SPR currently are nOl operaling. and .... iIl not operate until SSO compleles review and
approval their respective DSA Annual Updates. ssa reviews for ACRR and SPR DSA Annual
Updates are nearing completion, and lhe ssa SBRTs will assure thaI the DSA's illOOrporatc
corrective actions and lessons learned from DNFSB and lET reviews. The Safety Evaluation

Reports (SER) for SPR and ACRR "ill document this eITort. SSO and SNl are commiucd 10 a
complete revision oflhe AHCF DSA. ssa is prepared to reject SNl documenl submittals of

unacceplable quality that require significanl Te'Work. SNl also plans changes involving hot cell
design 10 mitigale spreading contamination. The physical design changes and completcly revised
DSA are expected to be complete in CY 2005, 0per'<I1ions for SPRlCX have been poslponed
indefinilely. ssa will reevaluate the SPR/CX DSA prior to any reslart aChvit1es.
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2. Correctin' Action Methodology

A process based on DOE Order 414.IA, Quality A.nurance, and on DOE Guide 450.4-1 B,

Inregraled Safety Managemenl Sy.<tem Guide, was used to develop the appropriate corrective actions

to address the identified safety issues and areas of concern. This process is consistent with the

following DOE guidelines and eXpe<otations:

• DOE implememation plan for Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board (DNFSB)

Recommendation 98-1. Deparlment afEnergy Plan 10 A,*frl!£.~ and Re.lOlve Safety Issue,<

Identified by Imemallndependent Owmighl:

• DOEiNNSA Sandia Site Office Procedure 0303.01. rev 0; Defense Nuclear Focilitie.t Safety

B()(Jr(llnter/oce Procedure;. dated February 05, 2004.

The key steps below define the process used 10 evaluate the DNFSB report and develop this CAP:

• Examination of the issues in the recent SSO selfas.sessment to identify and eapture the areas of

concern.

• Examination of the issues in the DNFSB Iener and associated trip report to identify and capture

the areas of concern.

• Examination of the issues in the Integnlted Evaluation Team (lET) final report to identify ami

capture the areas of concern.

• Determination of the causal factors for each identified program element or specified statement of

concern, including the identification of management and systemic causal factors.

• Identification ofperfonnance expectations. and measures to monitor corrective action

effectiveness, including near-term mcasures of performance.

• Performance of management review for acceptance of the corrective actions. completion datI'.

ami measures ofeffectiveness.

The key process sleps arc illustrated in Figure 2-1. The CAP is provided in Section 8. CorrecTive

ACTion Plan.
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Figure 2-1. Corre<cti.'e Action Methodolog}'
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3. Corrl'din~ Action Plan DHl'lopml'nl
The corrective actions were evaluated to ensure tMtlhe specific statements ofconcern were
addressed. Issues raised in lhe DNFSB leoer and associated lrip report, a recenl SSO self assessment.
and an Independenl Evaluation Team (lET) report comprised lhe focu, of the causal analysis.

To gain addilional insighl into lhe status of the DSAs, SSO mal1agcment formally requested
NA·lassistance to support the crealion of an Independent Evaluation Team (lEn 10 provide an
impartial review of lhe condition of the safety bases at SNUNM. This request was captured in
fonnal correspondence from SSO to NA-2 on October IS, 2004 (Memo from P Wagner to J. Paul,
"Request for Technical Assistancc"). Subsequenlly, a team of highly qualified individuals was
fonned and they conducted an On-Sill' revi{:\< December 7 through 10,2004. Thc learn gencrated lhe
Crilcria, Review and Approach documents by which to oonductthc evaluation and issued lheir filial
report on December 10,2004. The lET "'as led by Emil Morrow, and included both federal
personnel from NNSA HQ. DOE-HQIEH and othcr DOE Sites. and private consultants with
extell,ive experience in Safety Basis guidance and documenlalion.

The oorn:<:tive actions identified in Section 8, Correc/;,.,!. Action Plan, are lhose actions thai are
necessary to address identified weaknesses. resolve the safety is,;ul'S, and prevent recurrence.

4. Correellve Aclion Plan Siruclure

The CAP structure for Seclion 8 is as follows

Idenlifil'r: Issue number.

Issul' Statemt'nl Bin: A synopsis of Observalions as stated in llie DNFSB Staff Report, and lhe lET

Report.

ISSUl' "'1 a nager; Individual responsibie for closure, and for ensuring adequate resoUJces are used 10

completc tasks associated with each action as scheduled.

Discussion: Summary ofinfonnation relevanlto thc issuc.

CorrN'tivl' ANions: Table showing the issue number. description of corn:<:livc action. deliverable,

responsible organization. planned completion dale/status, and the measures 10 monilor COrn:<:tive

action effeclivelleSS.

5. Rl'\'ll'w and Approval of Corrccliw Actions

The process used by SSO was comprehensive and consislent with DOE's melhodology. The

resulting corn:<:tive aClions address lhe idenlified oonccms and'" eaknesses; lherefore resolving the

concerns,
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6. Correcthe Action Plan Status Reporting and Closure
This CAP contains the information to be entered into the SSO deficiency tracking system known as
SSO TA-V Commitment Issues Database (ClO).

ssa will enter the issues and associated corrective actions into ClO to monitor implcmentation
progress. SNL's correctivc actions. once developed, will be trackcd and verified in accordance with
the SNL ES&H Manual, Chapter 22a. Corrective Action Management using WEBSIMS.

7. Verifiu.tion ofCorrecti"e Action Effrtth'cness
ssa al\d SNL will develop and/or revise performance indicato~ to monitor efTlX'tiveness of
corrlX:tivc action implementation 10 ensure that performance is meeting expectations. In addition,

ssa and SNL will perform assessments as appropriate that will focus on areas of corrective action
implementation 10 ensure the effectiveness of corrective actions.

ssa will assess SNL's performance in field Implementation of the scheduled corrective actions and
ensure appropriate measures are in place to continually monitor performance. ssa will perform an
assessment with sufficient scope to venfy completion of the com:ctivc action•. to ensure SNL's

corrective actions are implemented in programs al\d operations. and to verify performance is meeting
expectations. This action is listed in Section 8.2 as 05-SSQ-DNFSB-8.

8. Corre<cti\'{~ Action Plan
ssa is fully committed to the safety and health of its employees and the public. and 10 the protection
of the environment while accomplishing the Sandia Site mission. Implementation of the corrective
actions identified in thIS CAP will help ensure safe operations, continuous feedback, and quality
improvement within the SSO.
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8.1.1 Issue I

Identifier: 05-SSO-DNFSB-OI

Issue Statement:

V Facilities
Lack ofConserl'atisnt Regarding 3,000 nt Site Boundaryfor TA·

Synopsis of Observations as slated in the DNFSB Staff Report. and the lET Report:

The selection of a 3,000 m radius to define a virtual site boundary is not consistent with DOE

standards, and does not properly protect members of the public who have unfenered access to

recreational areas within the 3.000 m radius. (DNFSB)

The boundary for evaluation of doses to the public (exclusion area boundary) shouki be set at a point

over which DOE can exercise authority to remove personnel and property and that does not allow

casual access by the public or an exemption for an alleroati\e methodology approved by the NNSA

Administmtor should be obtained (SPR). (lET)

Evaluation of doses to tmnsient and residential personnel within the exclusion area were not

completed as required by RG 1.70 (SPR). (lET)

The lET recommends decreasing the site boundary to 1200m and reclassifying certain SSCs as

safety class (ACRR). (lEn

ls~ue Manager: M. J. Zamorski

Discussinn: sse appreciates the DNFSB's CQIICem, and recognizes the importance to

appropriately apply RG 1.70 and DOE·STD-3009. The recent reviews identified that Air Force

support personnel reside at the KAFB stables. Although similar to the continuously occupied

locations at the KAFB munitions storage facility, and the KAFB fire station located within the TA- V

exclusion area, the residence oflhis support person and family were unknown and nOI identified in

the TA-V DSAs. This issue has highlighted the degree of control SSO and SNl. have over lhe

exclusion area. Restricting the area under which sse and SNl. must exercise control would reduce

the boundary from the 3000 meters currently assumed in the TA-V DSAs.

For insight inlo the issue of defining a facility site boundary, the 10 CFR 830 and the applicable safe

harbor mcthodology was rcferenced. IOCFR 830 is silent on site boundary definition, and it does

not reference a process for detennining a facility site boundary. For the ACRR and SPR. which are
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DOE reactors, 10 CFR 830, Subpart B, Appendix A notes that U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.70 (NRC Reg Guide 1.70). "Standard Fonnat and Contents of

Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants", may be used to prepare their DSAs. NRC Reg
Guide 1.70 is COnsidered a safe harbor methodology for DOE Reactors to implement the
requirements of 10 CFR 830 Subpart B.

NRC Reg Guide 1.70 states, in section 2.1 I, "Site Location and Description" that:

"Site" means the conliguous real estate on \-'0 hich nuclear facilities are located and for which
one or more licensees has the legal right to control access by individuals and to restrict land
use for purposes of limiting the potential doses from radiatiOn or radioactive material during
nonnal opera.tion of the facilities.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority arn! Control

2, 1.2.1 Authority. The application should include a specific description of the applicant's
legal rights \-'0 ith respect to all areas that lie within the designated exclusion area, The
description should establish. as required by paragraph 100.3(a) of Part 100, that the applicant
has lhe authority to detennine all activities, including exclusion and removal of personnel
and property from the area. The status of mineral rights and easements within this area
should be addressed.

If ownership of aHland within the exclusion area has not been obtained by the applicant,
those parcels of land not o\-'oned within the area should be clearly described by means of a
scaled map of the exclusion area, and the status of proceedings to obtain ownership or the
required authority over the land for the hfe oftlte plant should be specifically described.
Minimum distance to and dif"e(Otion of exclusion area boundaries should be given for both
present ownership and proposed ownership. If the exclusion area extends into a body of
water. the application should specifically address the bases upon "hid it has been
determined that the authority required by paragraph lOO.3(a) of Part 100 is or will be held by
the applicant."

The Reg Guide 1.70 passage cites definitions from Title 10 of the CFR, which is its governing
regulation. 10 CFR 20.1003 defines the site boundary as:

"that line beyond whieh the land or property is not owned, leased, or otheT\vise controlled by
the lieenscc."

Other Parts of the CFR eited in lhe Reg Guide 1.70 include 10 CFR 50.2 and 10 CFR 100.3. These
regulations define the tenn Exclusion Area as:

'lhat area surrounding the reactor, in "hich the reactor licensee has the authority to
detennine all activities including exclusion or removal ofpcrsonnel and property from the

P09011 0128
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area. This area may be traversed by a highway. railroad. or waterway. provided these are not
so close to the facility as to interfere with nonnal operations of the facility and provided
appropriate and effective arrangements are made to control traffic on the highway. railroad.
or waterv.'ay, in ease of emergency, to proltct the public healTh and safety. Residence within
the exclusion area shall nonnally be prohibited. In any event. residents shall be subject to
ready removal in case of necessity. Activities unrelated to operation of the reactor may be
pennined in an exclusion area under appropriate limitations. provided that no significant
hazards to the public health and safety will resuh."

As noted above the requirements in 10 CFR 830 are silcnt on site boundary definition. however the
guidallCe in DOE-Sm-3009 defines the site boundary as:

"A well-marked boundary ofthc property over whieh the owner and operator can
excrcise control without the aid of outside authorities. For the purpose of implementing this
Standard, the DOE sitc boundary is a geographic boundary within which public access is
controlled and activities are governed by DOE and its contractors, and not by local
authorities. A public road traversing a DOE site is considered to be within the DOE sitc
boundary if, when nccessary, DOE or the site contractor has the capability to controlthc road
during accident or emt-rgency conditions."

As discussed in 10 CFR 830 Appendix A (A) the safe harbor methodologies arc means of
implementing requirements. but arc not, nor do they create any new requirements as iterated in DOE
Policy 450,2A.

The 10 CFR definitions of site boundary, and the exclusion area concept as coincident with the
KAFB boundary is consistcnt" ith the DOE-STD-3009 definition. The DOE-STD-3009 definition
acknowledges public thoroughfa«: as acceptable. ifacccss controls and protcctive actions can be

implemented during an emergency situation

SNL is the only major NNSA facility located on a U.S. military installation. As such. the NNSA is

effcctively a tenant on Department of Defense owned land. Existing agreements. memoranda of
understanding (MOll), and emergency plans provide for a close and cooperative operating
relationship between KAFB. NNSNSSO. and SNL This dccades-long close relationship and
planning ensures the prompt notification of emergency responders, the effcctive communication of
protectivc action recommendations. and the safety of onsite personnel and members of the

workforcc.

The lET observed a drill during thcir review. which demonstrated that SNL and KAFB have
effective communicatIOn and control of the TA-V exclusion area. However. SNL is working

through SSO with the Air Force to develop and implement more formal and rigorous means of
exercising emergency procedures and refining the capability to implemenT protective actions for the
site boundary.

P'Q012 '" 2ll
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SOO Current Position;
After extensive analysis ofboth the NRC and DOE requirements, and discussions within NNSA, the
Sandia Site OffICe now defines a site boundary of I,350 m for TA-V nuclcar facilities. SSO believes
this position is appropriate bec:luse of thc following:

1. This entire area is on federal government owned and controlled land; some held by DOE and

some by Iile Dcpanment of Defense (DOD).
2, "Local autoorities" do not control access or govern activities within the site boundary, Then::

is no direct authority exercised over this area by either city, county or state authoritics.
3 This new site boundary does not include the golf ooursc and riding stables, utilized by

personnel wOO may be perceiVed to be "members oflhe public".
4. In the event of an emergency there are Memorandums of Understanding (MOU's) in place

with the Air Foree to exercise additional controls over the area within the boundary. During
emergency drills, KAFB. SSO. and SNL have demonstrated they can prohibit access and
require evacuation of personnel within this new boundary.

This position of the site boundary is a oonservative revision to the previous boundary. The NNSA
Chief of Defense Nuclear SaFety and NNSA Central Technical Authority participated in the site
boundary discussions, and concurred with the more conservahve selection. This new 1,350 m site

boundary will require additional analysis by SNL in order to operate TA-V facilities. This analysis
will include evaluating upgrades to cxisting saFety systcms to Safety Class (SC) designation andlor
perfonning a "back-fit" analyses.

ssa has established Ihis reduced site boundary, but has advised SNL that SSO \\ ill consider revising
the sitc boundary with stronger unilateral agreements with the Air Foree for control during
emergeocies. ssa has requested SNL to evaluate improved marking of the boundmy, greater level

ofoonlrol over the area. and more rigorous testing of control in joint exercises with the Air Foree.
SNL also will review its assumptions and analytical mcthods For selection oFthe sitc boundary, and,
based on the review, advise SSO ifSNL believes a broader boundary can be defined.

For ACRR. limits On plutonium in experimelllS, limits onjission producl in\'t!llIOry based on reactor

po".er hi,,·tory. and a commitmelll 10 study the feasibility ofupgrading to safety class deSignation for

some ACRR $)'Stems i.~ purt ofthe process 10 allow upcoming ml'sion tesls at the reduced site

boundary.

SSG ".ill allow conti""ed operGlion ofthe GIF and MNF under the site boundar)' unril revisions to

Iheir respective DSAs can be made ba.~edOn rn'ised analyses. Timeframes for revisions are being

worked with SNL.
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SSG will develop a schedule by which all DSAs will be brought in/o compliance ....ith expectations.

SSG will \"ttyify completion ond closure ofSNL correctiwactions.

A complete list of corrective actions. with delivcrables. duc dates. and measures of effectiveness are
presented in tabular form in Section 8.2.
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8.1.2 Issue 2

Identifier: 05-SSO-DNFSB-02

h~ue Statement: Inadequate Hazard Identification and Control

Synopsis of Observations as slated in the DNFSB SlafT Repon, and thc [ET Repon:

The analysis of an accident involving the drop of a container while being hoisted from the high bay
into the hot cell. (DNFSB)

A drop during a lifting operation in the high bay could be initiated by a seismic event.
Hot Cell only built to PC2 requirements.. (DNFSB)

Hot Cell Ventilalion not built 10 PC2 Requiremenls.. (DNFSB)

TIle DSA did not address the Iong.lerm radiological COntaminalion oflhe hot cell.. (DNFSB)

TIle hazard analysis identified the presence ofa natural gas line that passes through the facility.
(DNFSB)

TIle hazard anal}'Sis determined that a fork.lift or vehicle fire '" ould result in serious worker injury or
death.. (DNFSB)

The mid-bay is used by security forces as a storage facility and has accumulated a significant amount
of combustible material. (DNFSB)

The fire prnte<:tion analysis identified a number of significant fire prote<:tion issues thaI did nol
appear to have been adequatcly resolved in the DSA. (DNFSB)

Aircraft crashes ",ere not thoroughly analyzed.. (DNFSB)

Operational hazards were not comprehensively addressed in the DSA.. (DNFSB)

lncomplele consideration ofpostulated accidents that may impact collocated or involved ""orkers.
(lET)

Aircraft Crash Accident
Fire accidents and firc protection (SPR)
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SSO and SNL should consider designating the ventilation system as an active system to
allow the system to beller perfonn its safety function. (SPR)
The adjacent storage vaults or areas were not analyzed in the SPRF SAR.
SNL and SSO should consider additional review and discussion to describe acceptable
situations to usc the jumper panel and whether conflicts could e"ist between the LCOs and
use of the jumper panel.

11 is necessary in the DSA to provide sufficient discussion and address completely how all the
important assumptions will be maintained to insure validity of the analysis results (ACRR). (IFf)

The hazard evaluation docs not demonstrate comprehensive consideration of the spectrum of hazards
associated with the waste (MNF). (1El)

Merely identifying that there are more severe initiating events does not relieve the DSA of the need
to demonstrate that adequate controls are invoked for each e"temal event (MNF). (IFf)

The hazard evaluation only considered events in 2 of the 5 consequence bins (i.e. bins 111 and IV). so
the full spectrum of risks is not addressed (MNF). (lET)

Issues related to selection of safety SSCs and TSRs are significant enough to wammt resolution m
the MNF DSA rather than in the MNF SER (MNF). (lET)

Issue Manager; M. J. ZIImorski

Discussion: sse identified and continues to communicate systemic weaknesses in SNL's Hazard
Analysis process for both nuclear and non-nuclear safety basis documentation. In the past year, SNL

has acknowledged this weakness and began to address these weaknesses at the corporate and local
management level. The most notable changes include hiring additional experienced safety basis
staff. and .... orking with SSO to develop a more fonnal and explicit process for approving safety
basis documentation. As a compensatory measure, the use ofSNL corporate stlff and consultants
will enhance field!projectlfaci1ity subject mailer e"pertisc. and this will continue during the

upgrading process for the safety basis documentltion development, review, and approval.

Causal factors associated with inadequate hazard control include:

• No strong connection betv.een design engillCe11> and safety basis professionals for hazards

and consequence development:
• Not fully documenting sse revie... acceptance ofSNL hazards idenhfication. analysis, and

proposed controls

P"llt 1fi <lf211
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• ssa has not clearly conveyed/enforced e~plXtations for SNL work related to hazard
analysis;

• System Design Descriptions (SDDs) and the cognizant System Engineers are not used for
hazard identification and comrols development

SplXific corrective actions related 10 hazard identifICation and control include:

• Once SSO revises irs safety basis processes/procedures (i.e. completion ofCorre<:tive ACfion
OS-SSO-DNFSB-3.3), ssa willreviSCircinforce contract guidancc and clarify expectations
for SNL regarding documentation of hazard identification and controls in DSAs.

• ssa will ensure engineering oversight SMEs (i.e. Fire Protection. Mechanical, I&C, ete.) are
integrated into the planned revisions to the ssa safety basis review and approval process

• ssa will direct SNL to develop an implementation guide (e,g. SARAH) for DOE review and
approval

These corrective actions. with dcliverables, due dates. and measures of effectiveness are presented in

tabular form in Section 8.2.
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8.1.3 Issue3

Identifier: 05-SSo-DNFSB-OJ

Issue Statement: SSO Weaknesses Regarding Review and Approl'ul of
Documented Safety Analyses

Synopsis of Observations as stated in tile DNfSB Staff Repon. and tile lET Report:

Because of the fundamental nature oflhe deficiencies identified in this safety basis (AHCf), the
Board has concerns regarding lhe other safety bases currently approved for use at SNL-NM.
(DNFSB)

More detailed documentation regarding the resolution of these comments would make it clear that all
idenlified issues have been thoroughly considered and addressed (GIF). (lET)

The AHCf DSA and TSRs were fourK! to not meet one or more of the criteria for each of the six
safety approval bases in DOE-STD-ll04-96,. ,Base Information; Hazard and accident analyses. and;
Safety management programs (AIlCF). (lET)

The SSO review of the AHCF DSA and TSRs were lacking in several regards includmg the
following:

I. Inappropriate usc of Conditions of Approval.
2. Less than adequate documentation of the SSO evaluation ofSNL responses 10

review documentation.
3. Inadequate description in the SER regarding how the SSO SBRT review was

conducted and how the review conclusions .... cre reached.
4. Lack of assignment of detailed roles and responsibilities for SBRT review team

leads and review learn members. (lEn

Areas for future improvement. that were identified for SSO procedures and mechanisms for the SSO
reVieW process....

1. Update an outdated SSO review and approval procedure.
2. Strengthen SSO management oven;ight of the review and approval process to

ensure the consistency and adequacy of the reviews.
J. Increase the sharing oflessons learned and best management proclices amongst

the multiple SBRTs arK! the individual SBRT members.
4. Develop SSO simple but thorough initial screening criteria to evaluate the overall

adequacy of safety basis documents prior to committing the SBRT to a full
comprehC11sive review.

5. Develop a phased (e,g. 30%, 60"10, 100%) safety basis review approach. (lET)

BeUer formal processes for authorization basis work must be established by SSO (SSO CAP). (lET)

P"lJIt 18 or 2lI
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SSO should consider authorization agreements. where appropriate (SSO CAP). (lET)

SSO should develop a minority opinion process for SBRTs (SSO CAP). (lET)

Issue Manager: M. J. Zamorski

Discussion: SSO shares the DNFSB's concern. and recognizes the importance of safety basis

reviews 10 ensure facilities are accuratcly characterized and appropriate controls are established.

Over the past two years. since the inception of the Sandia Site Office, SSO Management has worked

hard 10 assemble nuclear operations and safety basis staffing with strong technical skills. To ensure

technical diversity. some of the best personnel from within the NNSA weTC moved to SSO. Also.

experienced personnel were recruited from other WE Sites, and the commercial nuclear industry.

Over 30"10 of the SSO Nuclear Facilities and Safety Basis (NF&SB) group have previous Nuclear

Navy experience. The staff has irn:reased from 7 10 13 since the inception of the Sandia Site Office

in 2003.

Although adequate staffing am! competencies have been assembled, SSO has been well aware for

some time of the work that lies ahead. Establishing adequate staffing and competency levels was

necessary prior to revising and institutionalizing llIe SSO safety basis review and approval process.

SSO IS now ready to take the additional steps to further formalize and institutionalize this process.

SSO evaluated internal procedures. processes. and activities related to the Site Office review and

approval of safety basis documents. The root cause of many ofSSO problems was determined to

be:

MANAGEMENT PROBLEM: The SSO Safely Basis Review and Approval Process Lacks the

Necessary Process Formality and Institutionati1.3lion to Ensure Qualily Safely Basis

Documentation.

Contributing causts indude:

• Insufficient 550 oversight relative to safety management progr..ms;
• SSO organizational structure not optimized for producing quality safety basis documents

o Lack of integrated engmeering and safety basis capability

a Lack of healthy tension and positional parity between line management. am! safety

basis development and operations

• Perceived schedule pressure and SSO Management direction resulting in SBRTs forwarding

documents for SSO Senior Management approval with lower standards;

• Previous SSO Management e.~pectations encouraged '''working'' documents as submined by

SNL, vice rej~ting;
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• Lack of agm:ment within sse on the interpretation of requirements;
• Implememing procedures oot Upd31ed
• Slow resolution of assembling the needed safety basis staffing;

Corrective Actions focus on establishing consistency \\ ithin SSO on interpretations ofCFRs. DOE

orders. and DOE standards requirements; integration of engineering design requirements and Vital
Safety System (VSS) oversight during safety basis reviews: an organizational analysis to detennine
how best to optimize safety basis revie\\s and cnsure safety basis issues are voiced to the sse
Manager accurately, and with equal weight, in context to mission.; and finally revise sse
procedures to capture processes and expcct31ions dctennincd through the previously listed corrective
actions. The process revisions will address behavioral issues \\ ithin sse to ensure procedures are
followed. and technical decisions (e.g. DSA comment resolution) are properly documented and

agreed to by SBRTs and sse Management.

A complete list of corrective actions. "ith dcliverabJes, due d31es, and measures ofeffectiveness are
presented in tabular form in Section 8.2.
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8.IA lssue4

Identifier: 05·SS0-DNFSB-~

b~u, Statement: Inarleqllute Design Reqllirements

Synopsis ofObsen'ations as stated in the DNFSB Staff Report. and tbe lET Report:

The design of new facilities or major modifications is fCQuired to be based on the confinement of
hazards. (DNFSB)

Fac,lity structures are required 10 provide appropriale prOlcction from expe<:ted natural phenomena
events. (DNFSB)

The safcty SSCs "'ere identified and their design was discllssed. ho"evcr. an adequale explanation
per 00&5TD·3009-94 oflhe impact of the design oflhe safety SSCs on the facility safety basis
was lacking. (lET)

Issue Manager: 1\1. J. Zamorski

Discussion: SSO agrees with thc DNFSB and rccognizes the need to include appropriate design
requiremcnts for cngineering design and construclion. and inclusion into safcly basis documentation.
SSO plans as part of the safely basis review and approval procedural and process revisions to
periodically reevaluate de<:isions and intcrprctalions affecting engineering design features in the

current DSAs.

A, part of an organiUltional analysis, SSO will detcnnine how besl to ensure adequate design
requirements are incorporated wilhin safely basis documentation. The outcome oflhis analysis will
be included imo planned revisions to the SSO safety basIS review and approval procedures.

This section'S causal factors and eOl'TeCtive actions were rolled up inlo "550 Weaknes.<cs Regarding

Review and Appro,'(J1 ofDoc'umented Safety Analyses. "

For addition mfonnation regarding causal factors and cOl'TeCtive actions. please see Section 8.1.3
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8.1.5 Issue 5

Identifier: OS-SSO-DNFSB-OS

Issue Statement: Other DNFSB I.~slles Rela/ed /0 the Au-riliary HOI Cell Facility (AlieF)

Synopsis of Observations as stated in the DNFSB Staff Report:

The TSR bases and derivatioll5 were ambiguous as to "hat they actually required. Confusion about
the TSR requiring thc development ofspccific campaign plans for each type of item to be processed
at the AHCF. (DNFSB)

The threshold material quantity values for facility hazard categorization were incorrectly applied,
resulting in the inappropriate categoriUltion of the facllity. - DOE STD 1027 (DNFSB)

Not possible. based upon the DSA. to determine the specific functional requirements and
performance criteria that enable a control to prevent and/or mitigate a particular ltaUird scenario.
(DNFSB)

The Board's staffconcluded that the DSA docs not meet the requirements and expectations sct forth
by DOE's STD 3009-94 CN2. (DNFSB)

The incomplete accident analysis in the DSA willoot allo" the development of effective
Unreviewed Safety Question determinations for fururc changes - configuration management
(DNFSB)

Issue Manager: M. J. Zamorski

Discussion: ssa agrees with the DNFSB relative to a number of deficiencies identified for the
AHCF DSA. Also. safety basis documentation must meet the requirements and expectations
provided in DOE-STD-3009. SSO and SNL are committed to a complete revision of the AHCF
DSA. SNL also is assessing a number ofpotential changes 1II,0lving hot cell design to mitigate
spreading contamination. The physical design changes and completely revised DSA are expected to

be complete in CY 2005.

This section's causal factors and corrective actions were rolled up into "SSO Weaknesses Regarding
Rel·iew and Approval a/Documented Softly Analyses. ..

For addition information regarding causal factors and corrective actions. please see Section 8.1.3
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8.1.6 Issue 6

Identifier: 05-SS0·DNFSB-06

Issue Statement: C1us~'ifiCQliono/S,ruclures. Systems Qnd Components (SSes)-

Synopsis of Observations as stated in the lET Report:

The ACRR DSA assumed several sses, traditionally considered as SC, to be available and fully
functional during the accident. However. the capabilities of these SSCs are not properly
substantiated (ACRR). (lEn

ls~ue Manager: M. J. Zanwrski

Di~eus~ion; SSO recognizes the need for proper categoriLation ofSSCs, and to further evaluate the

adequacy of existing Vital Safety Systems as part of an ovcrnll cost-benefit analysis for potential
upgradc of safety systems and components. SSO plans as part of the safcty basis review and
approval procedurnl and process revisions to periodically reevaluate de<:isions related to SSCs in the

current DSAs.

This scetion's causal factors and corre<;tive actions were rolled up into "SSO Weaknesses Regarding

RI?\·iew and Appro..,! a/Documented Sa/ety Analyses. ..

For addition information regarding causal factors and corre<;tive actions, please see Section 8.1.3
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8.1.7 Issue7

Identifier: 05-SSO-DNFSB-07

Issue Statement: Facility Ha:Qrd Ca/l'GoriZQ/;on

S)'Tlopsis of Observations as stated in the DNFSB Staff Repon. and the lET Repon:

The threshold material quanlity values for facility hazard catcgQru:ation were incorrectly applied.
resulting in the inappropriate categorization of lhc facility. - ooE STD 1027 (DNFSB)

NNSA-HQ needs to provide guidance on the interpretation of this ooE·STD-1027 foolnote and
SNL needs to reevaluale lhe categorization (MNF). (lET)

In light ofthcsc discussions, it became apparent that guidance is needed from NNSA on the
interpretation ofDOE-STD-1027-92 regarding the use of values presented in Attachment I, Table
A.I for U·233, U·235 and l'u-239 (G1F). (lET)

Issue Manager: M. J. Zamorski

Discussion: SSO shares the Independcnl Evalualion Team', concern. and recognizes the
importance to review and reevaluate inteJllretation, in safety basis documenlalion. This is espedally

true regarding Hazard Calegorization for facililies with changing missions, etc. As with lhe Sile
Boundary, there were a number of reasons for the previous interpretation (e.g. a longstanding
inleJllretalion. hOllOring technical "precedence" without explicitly valida ling against newer
requirements and inteJllretations, etc.). SSO plans as pan oflhe safety basis review and approval

procedural and process revisions 10 periodically reevaluate decisions and inleJllrelalions in the
currenl DSAs.

Also. SSO is working wilh the CDNS to clarify/amplify guidance in 00&STO-1027 related to

threshold malerial quantities. and proper facility categorizalion relaled to relative quanlities and

forms offissile materials.
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Corrective Action Plan

'" Descriplion Deliverable Responsible Planned Performance

AClionee Completion MeasurementJEffeCliveness

Dale/Slatus Verificalion

05-SSo- AI pan 01 05_SSO-0NFSlI- 3,3. SOO Copy 01 applicable "0 """'" SSO pe<fMtla oelf·8SS8'S.m\l<1t
ONFSB·1.1 ""."Iop a process lo~ ' .....113111 ~.sI~ur", one 'jfJar afl&r Implementation 01

;"t........lations and prec_nlS in .alety '-~""'.
balls docOOlentauon.

05-SSo- Aj)prO'lle the ACRR OSA uoIng the 3,000 m Co!>y 01 tf>e appwled SER "0 COMPLETED '"ONFSIJ..I.2 oile bour><lary an<! COffi"",,'a1ory me...ur...
11,1ed al COAl to 8_ easy lran"tion to 8 02J1110~
1,350 m oile l>ounda.-y

05-SSo- SSO in"" a 1,350 m lite oo.mdary lor TA·V Co!>y 01 SSO lane, to SNL, "0 COMPLETED '"ONFSB-U facilities wl!l1 comp mealures employed
01121105

05-SS0· 01.- SNL to "".&lop eo Integrele<l Copy 01 o<:~adule "0 03131105 Compare pe<fMl1a,><;e WIth SNL
ONFSe-14 oched..... to 'a.iew impactl 10 OSAI fo< lI1e

_.,
'- ,il<! l>ound8l')' end PfO"idfI updated

0""
05·SSo- AllIIr comp4elion 01 oorre<:ti." actionI in ssa leila< 800'0< 0I!ler "0 111300'05 SSOwi11 re.1ew SNL .e1ety ba,l,
ONFsa_2.1 Sec:tion 0~Soo-ONFSB-3, er>al\'Z" the contnl<:tu. <IirecIion to SNL processe. to enlure SNL

_lor addlU<:>naI contract gcOdance "rod lmpIemenlation 01 SOO

c:Iaril)' """""tel""" ""pe<:lalions

05-SSo- As pert 01 05.sS0·DNFSB·3,3. Phal" I. Copy 01 revised ssa safety "0 ""00' SSO pe<fMtl a self·a"M.ment
ONFSB·2.2 enlure oogil"l88fing O'IIersig~t SMEIl".g Be.., R".iew end Apprmel one year aftll< implementation 01

F~e Proleclion. "'Iee_.... I&C. eI<:.) ar" Procv<lurel and Supporting ,-~ure,

ln1egrate<l Into the sse .afety bam ......Iew OocUme<llallon.

and appro.'" procell

05·SSo- 01.- SNL to """""'P .. implementation SSO letla< 01 direction lo SNL "0 OW,,'"
ONFSB-2.3 guiOe (e.g SARAH) lor DOE review and

approIIal.



ssa Safety Bases for Sandia National Laboratories Nuclear Facilities
Corrective Action Plan

,. Descriptlon Deliverable ResponsIble Planned Performancto

Actionee Completion MeasurementlEffectivenen

OatelStatus Verification

05·SSo- SSO 10M< wilh SNllo """"",e SSO approvlld copy 01 ''0 12/31105 SSO perform an a....nmenl one
DNFSB-2.3a implementation gui<le. onplemenlation g'-. yea' after implemenlalioo 01 new

g\lldfl S.... 05-SSo-DNFSa·B

"',,0- h PartolIJ5-SS0-DNFSB·3,3 Pha... 1, Copy of revised SSO Safaty "0 (14130105 ESlablish II any additional
DNFS8-3,l establish a p<ooess 10 develop con~.tant ElaoIt Review ..,.; J\ppr<>.oal contractual <lirec1lon by sse i.

poslOOoslinterpr..tabons wlll"n SSO 'or Proce<1t.o'e. and Supporting required, Ensure a<l<litiooal
sal..ty 00... requi''''''''''ls (...g. , OCFR830. D<>;umenlation, """",,~ve actions ,~allld 10
DOE 0 420,1, DOE·STD 1027. DOE·SID ,equireme'l1l. inle'pre1ation fa
3009, RG 1 70, etc) inclIJ<aog Io\>iCI s""'" saf..ty ba.," <!OCumenlS ...
ascla..itlcation of sse., de.ign evaluated and added a. ""
requirelrH>nll. ladI,ly hazard caI"9"'\Zation, ..:ldendum SSO ~orm. oeJI·
etc, ...1&Slmenlone year all&<

implementation 01 new proce<lure.

1>5-5S0- Coodl>Ct an aganizatklnal analysis to Copy 01 OI'(/3",-,abonal "0 0613<0'05 "DNFSB-3.2 ~tlmize sal..,y ba.is ,ev"'" and ansu'a .-.
safety basis i,we. are voiced to the SSO
"'''''aget' """",ately. and WIth equal weight.
in conte.t 10 min"""

05-SSo- Re..... and updat.. SSO Salaty Bnts Copy 01 revised 5S0 Safaty "0 ..,,,,,,
DNFSB·3.3 Review 8fId Approv" P100sdllfe{.) Phase Basis Review""; Approval, Proce<1t.o'e. and supporting

documentation for
8<\mi",.trativ.. prOC8'S.... 10
Indude res,-," 11001 action. 2.2
aod 3,'

05-SSO- Revi... aod update SSO Sal..ty Bam Copy 01 ,avlsed SSO Safely "0 1(li31105 SSO ~onn a ~f·as"".ment
DNFSB·33e Review and Approval P'oosdure{.j Pha.a Ba.i. Review and Approval one year alt.... lmplememalion 01, P1oc<>dlIfe. and o.uworting new procedln,

documentation 10 include
res<..CI. from action 3.2
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"' Description Deliverable Responsible Planned Performance

Action" Completion Measurement/Effectiveness

Dale/Status Verification

05-SSo. ....ap ....~ sse Safely Basis A"";"w and SSO FAAM ""'ise<t lo inclU<le "0 10131105 SSO ~omI a HIf-a..eum""l
DNFSB·3,4 Awmval Proc<Kl"'e(lllo 11>8 SSO FRAM """urale """" an<! one l"'ar atler im~emation01

",.ponslbilibM for safely I>8l1s new proced_,

....iew """ approyal
05-550. SSO perform a ~f·alle••menl per ssa Copy of ...If·allsum""t "0 ""'.., '"DNFS8-3,5 ...1I·aus..m""l procedoJra 10 mea.",a the ",sull•.

eff""u..""a•• (j( OS_SSO_DNFS8-3.3 """
3.4,

OS·SSo. SSO deYelop enhanced QlJalihcation Ra.IMd qualifk:atioo staf>d.ar<l "0 "".., '"DNF58-3.6 requi",mem.lor Safely Ba... R..view Tsam and quaMk:atioo card
eo....

05-SSo. SSO ev.....ate the use (j( AlJ1horIzetioo Copy (j( evai""tion ,asuffs "0 10131105
DNF58-37 Agreements lor 5NL HAl CAT 3 no"".....

facHillel

OS-SSo. SSO provide e PQS<tioo _lo NNSA_ Leu...- I" CONS "0 "".,,, '"DNFS8-71 '''{l'Irdi.-.g Facility Hazard oategorization
\ll.'idance in DOE _STD·lOZ7.

05·550. SSO \¥Ii ......1 SNL'I performar'lCein t-..d AII..1trletl1 rep<>rt 10 SSO "0 12131106 NIA.
DNFS8-8.1 impk>me<1ta\ion oIlhe schedule<l oorfflCli•• ,....

action. and ens",e appropriate meas",el
ars In place 10 oontinually monitor
performance (Ho Parfom>aooe Indicatorl),
sse wiH per1o<m .... UMI$ID(l<11 with
sufflCienl scope to _~y completion 01 the
correcti... actionl. 10 an..... SNL'I
correcu... actions are implemeoted In
p<l>{Iram. and ope'9\iorIs. ar>d 10 .erity
performooca i$ maetir>g a><pe<:tallon•.
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" Description Oellverable RespOl1s.ble Planned Performance

Actlonee Completion MeasuremenliEffectlveness

Oate/Status Verification

"""0- 550 wil re.iew SNl progress and _Wy SIalU. '8\lQtI1O SOO Man"ll'" "0 ~~ Compare pertamance wiU, SNl
ONFSB.9.\ comp~oon B,ld clos...... 01 SNl """""l",e PEP Ouaoterly Repoot andQuMerly lId>edule aod ""a!uate qualily 01

""0001 quane~y Iheo'eah.... actionl related 10 process Ctlangel
IIIn<Ilmoiemenl&llon.




